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About	  Wendy	  Briggs 

 

Wendy Briggs is a practicing hygienist with more than 25 years’ experience in 

dentistry.  

Over the last 10 years, she’s been working with practices 

all over the country and in other parts of the world to help 

hygienists and other team members have a bigger, more 

productive role in the practice.  

She’s an international speaker and a published author. 

And she’s a coach and mentor to many successful 

hygienists and dental teams. 

She’s very focused on the role of the team in helping the doctor: 

• Build a profitable practice 

• Create long-term relationships with patients  

• Make it easier for patients to accept the treatment they need and want. 

Her goal is to help you and your team to tap into the full potential in themselves and of 

the practice to help serve patients better. 
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Case	  Acceptance	  with	  Implants  

I’m going to share with you here what I perceive to be some of the philosophies 

that drive a higher level of case acceptance and we’ll apply that to implants.  

**This applies to other areas of the restorative dentistry in your practice as well  

Tale	  of	  Two	  Companies	  
I want to begin by talking about an economic tale of two companies. We're going to be 

discovering the journey and seeing what we can learn in dentistry from their 

experiences. We’ll start with Polaroid. 

Polaroid	  
Polaroid owned the instant photography business for decades. They were known as one 

of the best employers in the entire state of Massachusetts. They dominated the market. 

But, in 1990, something significant changed. Digital photography was introduced. At 

first Polaroid wasn’t concerned. It didn’t appear to be much of a serious threat. It was 

expensive. The pictures were poor quality. So they continued on with their business 

plan. 

But, fairly soon, sales began to stagnate and they started to recognize that they were 

having some serious problems. 

They hired a new CEO and this new CEO cut 

costs, reduced staff and things were looking good. 

But even though they rolled out 60 new products, 

none of them embraced the digital technology.  

Their CEO basically said, “Some people think that 

photography is going to go away as everything in 

our industry becomes digitized but I disagree. I 

think analog photography will endure.”  

Was he right? No, he wasn’t right. He was horribly wrong. 

We	  are	  talking	  about	  
how	  you	  can	  achieve	  a	  

higher	  level	  of	  
acceptance	  on	  implants	  

in	  your	  practice.	  
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Other companies developed new technology and new products, they didn’t. They clung 

to their business model and sadly went under. They filed for bankruptcy. 

Let's compare Polaroid’s journey with another company…. I think you know where I'm 

going with this.  

Apple	  
Apple has had significant success and their market cap is incredibly high. When we look 

at the difference in their journey, they were leading the change and leading the charge.  

They were able to convince record labels really early on to release songs one at a time for 

99 cents a song. This is in a time when piracy was at an all-time high. My kids don’t 

even realize that you used to have to buy the whole album. You couldn’t just buy the 

song you liked.  

It worked well for them. This was at a time when many of us didn’t have the technology 

to play this music. 

Let's look at iTunes’ journey. A million songs in the first week, just incredible, incredible 

success with this model. The very first weekend that apps were available, there were 10 

million apps downloaded from the App Store! 

When we look at the differences, some fairly compelling results as far as their success 

as well.  

What does Polaroid have in common with other companies? If we really had to identify 

what they have in common, it's that: 

They hung on to an obsolete business model and failed to adapt 

to change; so they didn’t think differently. 

When we look at Steve Jobs in what he had to say about this, he said: 

“Here's to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the 

square holes ... the ones who see things differently -- they're not fond of rules, and they 
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have no respect for the status quo. ... You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or 

vilify them, but the only thing you can't do is ignore them because they change things... 

I'm sure you’ve heard this quote before. I love it.  

Our challenge is to think differently about dentistry, think differently about hygiene and 

I love the fact that you're reading this because this tells me you're actually already well 

along the path: 

• You're thinking differently about how you can serve your patients at a higher 

level 

• You're thinking differently about how you can expand your service offering and 

offer some niche dentistry to patients.  

We're thinking differently in dentistry today. That’s awesome. 

We're going to continue down that path.  

Our challenge is how can we think differently about discussing dentistry with our 

patients so we can get different results and get more impactful results?  

I think in many ways, we have to consider this a new era for dentistry.  

Things that worked five, 10 years ago, aren't having the same effect today and we’re 

having to adapt.  

A lot of us are having to stretch and go outside of 

our comfort zone which is why you're having to 

adapt and explore and try new things. It's a new 

era for dentistry. Patients really deserve the very 

best care we can give them. 

Thinking	  Differently	  About	  the	  Role	  of	  

Hygiene	  
I would also suggest that thinking differently about the role of hygiene is imperative for 

success in dentistry today.  

Things	  that	  worked	  five,	  
10	  years	  ago,	  aren't	  
having	  the	  same	  effect	  
today	  and	  we’re	  having	  

to	  adapt.	  
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We’ve got to rethink how we're utilizing another key provider in our practice.  

Many dentists have multiple hygienists, possibly even in multiple locations.  

Thinking differently about the role of hygienists and how they 

can best support you and your vision for what you want from 

your practice is a critical component for success. 

Our market is becoming more competitive. We have a doctor we've been working with for 

a long, long time. He used to be the only doctor in his town and now he has 13 dentists 

in his same building. His world is different today, it’s a much more competitive 

marketplace for many of us. 

What patients want today is different than it used to be. Adapting to those changes and 

thinking differently about how we can serve our patients at a higher level, that’s a 

common denominator that I see in practices that are in the top 1% in our profession.  

They think differently about how they serve patients: 

• They are not stuck on an obsolete business model. 

• They are not failing to adapt. 

• They're ahead of the pack, leading the 

charge.  

I'm going to share with you here some of the 

strategies that they're utilizing with success. 

Three	  Critical	  Roles	  of	  Hygiene	  
This is really my mission statement: 

Excellence is to do common things 

in an uncommon way. 

Thinking	  differently	  
about	  how	  we	  can	  serve	  
our	  patients	  better	  is	  a	  
common	  denominator	  of	  
the	  top	  1%	  of	  dentists.	  
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I'm trying to help hygienists see how they can achieve a higher level of excellence even 

doing the same common fundamental tasks that we utilize in hygiene, day in and day 

out.  

We help them achieve a higher level of effectiveness by focusing on three critical roles 

for hygiene.  

Some of these roles are very common: 

• Periodontal Therapy: We all utilize our hygienists to perform periodontal 

therapy I'm sure and that’s a critical role but it's not everything.  

 

• Preventive Therapist: We spend a lot of time focusing on the role of preventive 

therapist. 

Dental hygienists are the only health professionals whose primary function is the 

prevention of disease.  

In reality, when we evaluate the practice analysis that Henry Schein puts 

forward, it’s a great way to perform a quick audit and see where you stand in 

your practice.  

One of the roles that I fulfill for Henry Schein is I’ll help look at some of those 

practice analyses and we’ll have 

conversations with their doctors on how 

they can utilize hygiene more effectively.  

Because when we look at the procedures 

and everything that’s happening in the 

practice currently, we often are not 

maximizing preventive therapy.  

We're not even coming close to maximizing 

preventive therapy – which is really quite 

When	  we	  look	  at	  
everything	  that’s	  
happening	  in	  the	  

practice,	  we	  often	  are	  
not	  maximizing	  

preventive	  therapy.	  
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sad when you consider caries, especially in children, is a pandemic.  

It’s the number one childhood disease. It's five times more prevalent than asthma 

which is the number two. 

Here we are in dentistry, not really addressing the etiology of the disease and the 

cause and the infection. We're real good at repairing the damage; we're good at 

treating the symptoms and fixing the holes but we really haven't shifted our 

focus.  

We haven't adapted to focus heavily on preventive therapy 

probably nearly as much as we could or should. 

It becomes a really interesting conversation and by the way, there's low hanging 

fruit there. When we send one of our coaches in, it's not uncommon for us to 

double hygiene production just like that. 

Preventive therapy is the key mechanism for making that happen.  

We're not going to spend a lot of time on that here.  

We're going to focus here on the third role which is that of a patient treatment 

advocate. 

• Patient Treatment Advocate: You have a whole army of patient advocates in 

your practice and those are your supportive staff members but are they really 

serving in that role?  

o Are you utilizing them in that role?  

o Are they utilizing the technology that’s available to them today?  

o Are they having high level conversations with patients?  

o Are they preheating them for you?  

Those are all the things that we’ll be talking about here. 
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The	  Patient	  Treatment	  Advocate	  Role	  
I’ll be honest. Sometimes it's easy for us hygienists to get into trenches, get in that 

treatment room and look at that schedule and we're focusing on tissues. We're focusing 

on that rather than restorative and, really, it should be both. 

So, are we really maximizing our staff as treatment 

advocates? That’s the question. We’ll be exploring 

that here, what that really means.  

What is the patient treatment advocate role? What 

are we utilizing or what are we doing when we're 

serving that role?  

There's a few things that we teach.  

We want them to build value. That’s really an 

important key and we’ll talk about that a lot. 

We want them utilizing technology to help provide a world class patient experience. We 

want our experience to be world class; especially with social media and we have an 

opportunity.  

We have an opportunity every time we have a patient come through our practice to 

create a raving fan. When we create a raving fan, they go on social media and they're 

sharing with friends and family about who we are and what we do and how we serve 

them better than anybody else has ever done. That’s part of our role.  

Preheating the patient and preparing them emotionally for the conversation that they're 

going to be having with the dentist about restorative dentistry is also a critical 

component of this role. 

Dr. John Meis, my partner, talks about one of our critical roles is to help move patients 

along the continuum from wherever they are, closer to healthy, stable and attractive.  

Really, that’s where all patients ultimately want to end up. Every step we help the 

patient take towards that is a small success.  

We	  have	  an	  opportunity	  
every	  time	  we	  have	  a	  
patient	  come	  through	  
our	  practice	  to	  create	  a	  

raving	  fan.	  
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That again is something that we focus on with the role of patient treatment advocate; 

influencing our patients to choose more and maybe a higher level of care than they 

would have if left to their own.  

Often, they really don’t know what the other options are so we're going to talk a lot 

about that when we discuss in more depth what this role is. 

Biggest	  Challenges	  
Let me share with you also some of the biggest challenges that people share with me; 

dentists and hygienists across the country share their biggest challenges.  

They’ll say things like patients just don’t want to pay for the services that they need. 

There's a fee resistance. They worry about the cost.  

Some will complain about not having enough qualified patients. “We're getting a lot of 

new patients. They're just not the right kind of patients.” What does that mean? What 

do you mean by the right kind of patients? If you're getting a lot of coupon choppers 

that come in for an offer and then disappear, that’s not a patient problem. That’s a 

patient experience problem. 

The good news is we could resolve that. 

We can turn that around.  

Outside financing can be a struggle. 

Sometimes it takes some creativity in 

today’s world to help people find the 

money.  

What about the concept or the thought process that it takes more time to sell large 

cases? Again, when it's done well, it doesn’t necessarily take more time. In fact, I would 

argue that if we’re taking too much time, we’re actually probably limiting our results.  

The more time spent in some cases actually turns people away from the dentistry.  

We’ll talk about these issues and how we can more successfully overcome them. 

Patient	  Treatment	  Advocate	  Role	  

• Build	  value	  
• Utilize	  technology	  for	  a	  World	  Class	  Patient	  

Experience	  
• Pre-‐Heating	  the	  Patient	  	  
• “Help	  to	  move	  Patients	  along	  the	  

Continuum,	  from	  where	  they	  are	  to	  
Healthy,	  Stable	  and	  Attractive”	  	  

• Influence	  your	  patients	  to	  choose	  more!	  
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The	  Old	  Paradigm	  for	  Case	  Presentation	  
Let's begin with the old paradigm. For case acceptance, one of the things that I’ve seen, 

as we look at what's happened over the years in dentistry, what's happened over the 

years with changes to the patients and changes in our marketplace, I will tell you that 

there are some things that used to work well in dentistry that don’t today.  

It seemed like early in the ‘90s, the most successful model that everybody was teaching 

was get away from insurance, “Don’t accept insurance, we're going to talk about full 

mouth rehab on everybody, patients will write that $30,000 check no problem.” It's just 

a lot more difficult to do that today. 

I’ve seen a tremendous shift in what's working and how we have these conversations 

with patients.  

Let's talk about the old paradigm. The old paradigm for case presentation was 

education: You’ve got to spend more time educating your patient or they're not going to 

move forward.  

I'm a huge proponent of education.  

We do need to be educating people but I find that we 

often educate them about the wrong things.  

We often educate them about the wrong things.  

For example, there are these educational videos: 

“From a cross sectional view, the tooth consists of the 

exposed crowns…..”  

If your patient needs a crown or a root canal, this patient education video is going to 

show what happens when a tooth dies. 

I have never seen educational videos like this really help us.  

This is Dentistry 101 which we all need as dental professionals to repair a tooth but why 

does the patient need it to accept saving the tooth? 
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This is an example of over education. A lot of patients when they initially see this type of 

video, what's the response? “Ooohh! That’s too much information.”  

We’ve seen evidence of these strategies over the years. It used to be that we’d have these 

full graphic posters in the treatment rooms. We’d have flip charts, we’d have a drawer 

full of models, that maybe we could pull out and utilize with case acceptance 

conversations because we were striving to educate our patients.  

We were giving them Dentistry 101 as a context of that education. 

What I’ve seen is with this paradigm, we lead the patient to confusion, overwhelm and 

frustration.  

One of the best salesman of our era, Dan Kennedy, talks about these three emotions 

being the ultimate blockage to any sale.  

The moment we enter confusion, overwhelm and frustration, 

we're done. 

What happens is those emotions lead to paralysis. The patient becomes paralyzed. They 

don’t know what decision to make so they can't 

make a decision.  

That’s when you get that, “I’ve to go to my spouse, 

check my schedule, check my insurance benefits.”  

That’s just an excuse. They just want out because 

they're so confused. They don’t know what choice 

to make. 

I see this a lot. We see this a lot even with patients 

getting multiple treatment options. Their dentist is 

giving multiple treatment options to patients.  

The	  patients	  don’t	  know	  
what	  decision	  to	  make	  so	  

they	  can't	  make	  a	  
decision.	  
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By law, we're required to let them know there's more than one option but that doesn’t 

mean we have to give them all the details about every single one of those options. That 

just leads to confusion.  

Game	  Film	  
One of the strategies that we employ is we use a lot of what we call “game film.” If you 

have anybody that’s athletes and, after they play a game, one of the first things they do 

is they sit and watch game film. 

They evaluate the film. What plays worked, what didn’t work; where did we make a 

mistake, how can we fix that?  

We don’t do enough of that in dentistry. But we watch a lot of game film.  

What I mean by that is we watch video of hygienists and dentists serving their patients. 

From that, we can identify where the blockages are, where there are opportunities for 

increased efficiency, do we need to work on verbal skills?  

We look at a lot of things in that video. Just so you know, the dentists request 

undercover video. It's not that we’re just sending people in, unbeknownst to everybody 

and taking video. Obviously, that’s not even legal. 

The dentist will say, “We want to have an undercover patient come experience our 

office.” Everybody on the team is aware of it. They're all informed. Nobody knows though 

who the patient is or when they're coming.  

It gives us a really clear picture of what's actually happening with patient experience. 

Here is an example of Dentistry 101.  

This is the team member trying to support her dentist in the treatment that she feels 

the patient needs.  

Notice how the conversation goes. It gets into a lot of complexity; think about whether 

you feel it's effective.  

Team Member: You’ve never had a crown before, right? 
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Patient: No. I’ve had cavities and braces. That was it. 

Team Member: I’ll show you what it looks like so you have an idea. [Shows model 

of mouth] It looks just like a tooth. 

Just so you know, this patient is missing the two front teeth but basically, after you 

have the root canal done, she then has to prep it down… 

Patient: She's going to do that to my tooth? 

Team Member: No. This is her front tooth.  

Patient: That’s how far down they go? 

Team Member: No. They just prep around a little bit so that way the crown has 

enough space to go over your tooth. This is different because this is her front tooth. 

You're a molar so a molar will not look like that but just to give you an idea.  

Then what happens is the crown will go over that and then your crown will look just 

like your tooth. It will not have a silver thing in it. It's just white porcelain and that’s 

it. You come every six months for your cleaning and everything. 

Patient: They never pop off? 

Team Member: No. If you come for your cleaning and you take care of your teeth, I 

think their life span is about 10 to 15 years. 

Patient: What do you do after that? 

Team Member: It depends. Sometimes they stay on. Like I said, if the patient 

doesn’t come for their cleaning, they don’t floss, you're going to get a cavity 

underneath the crown and the crown will pop off. 

Patient: How can you get a cavity under the crown? 

Team Member: If you don’t floss. 

Patient: Oh God. Even though they kill the tooth basically by getting rid of the 

nerve, you can still get a cavity on that? 
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Team Member: Yeah. You still have tooth enamel. You still have enamel but it's 

underneath the crown so like I said, even if you're not a flosser, just make sure you 

floss around that area.  

Because what happens is you can get a cavity in between the teeth and the cavity 

will start eating away at the enamel and that’s when your crown pops off because it 

loses its fit. 

Patient: Oh God! How much was it again? 

Team Member: It comes out to $2,145. That’s everything in total but, like I said, we 

work with... 

That’s an example of too much detail, too much information and it led to confusion.  

Did we help? Did we move the patient forward closer to her decision?  

We didn’t. We took a huge step backwards in my opinion.  

#Fail	  v	  #Acceptance	  
There's so many examples I could share 

with you. We call that a #Fail. We joke a 

lot about hash tags. That’s a #Fail 

moment and things don’t always go as 

planned.  

So how can we take those #Fail moments 

and move them closer to #Acceptance? That’s what we want to do.  

One of the things that’s important for us to consider is the reason I think the old 

paradigm of too much information, Dentistry 101, the outdated paradigm… I think one 

of the reasons that doesn’t work is that these are emotional decisions the patients are 

making.  

Buying decisions are emotional decisions. When we overwhelm them with logic – and 

Dentistry 101 is all logical information – it doesn’t help them determine, “Is this the 

right thing for me?” 

#ACCEPTANCE	  

• Buying	  decisions	  are	  made	  emotionally	  
• We	  are	  not	  recommending	  services,	  but	  

benefits	  
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Educating is really important but – instead of educating them 

about the service itself – we should be educating them about 

the benefits. 

• What's in it for me? 

• What do I stand to gain? 

• Why is this a good choice? 

• Why would you do this if you were me?  

Those are the things we want to be sharing with our patients. 

The	  New	  Paradigm	  for	  Case	  Presentation	  
The new paradigm is all about building value. We want to build value for those services.  

Then again, another component is to simplify. So we're going to talk about: 

• How your staff can help build value for your services. 

• What the roles of your team members are in that.  

• How you can build value and keep things simple when you're discussing 

treatment with your patients as well.  

In order to accept any high-end procedure, the old paradigm – Dentistry 101, Implants 

101 – teaches us that the patient needs to know how they're done. 

I think to illustrate this, there's no better way than to watch some patient education 

videos.  

One patient education implant video that I saw on somebody’s website said, “Interested 

in implants, click here.” It started with some cool computer graphics then, all of a 

sudden, a drill appeared in the graphics and then, if that’s not bad enough, the video 

goes on to actually show them this procedure in real time on a live patient. 

Is that going to go well? The first time I ever assisted with an implant surgery, all I could 

think of was I never in my entire life want to have that done. 
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Then another one I saw shows the patient the whole nitty-gritty of the actual process 

with a close up of the person’s mouth. 

Let's just get in there and show this to the patient because patients are going to watch 

this and they're going to go, “Sign me up. I want to have that done.”  

Seriously, patients are actually going to watch this. 

To illustrate this, I actually filmed some non-dental personnel watching that video.  

Most of them were horrified and some couldn’t even watch at all. 

Honestly, videos like those are not going to help move the patient forward. Implants 101 

is not what your patients need to know. They don’t need to know that.  

There's other things that they do need to know and that is what's in it for them.  

Building	  Value	  
I found an implant commercial that I thought was actually a fairly good use of some key 

words and key benefits. Here is some of what it says: 

“Are you missing teeth or frustrated with your dentures?  

Would you like to discover the real truth about having better fillings, stronger and 

more reliable teeth that won't pop up, fly out or get stuck when eating?  

Despite what so many people who are missing teeth think, many patients who used 

to suffer relentlessly with their partial dentures and loose worn-out teeth, they no 

longer have to. 

There is hope and I'm here to help you find the facts so you can feel comfortable 

about smiling, eating and laughing in public.  

Life is too good to be constantly worried about something that can be corrected or 

improved? That’s why we're on a mission behind getting this message out to others 

and telling the world about what's available to them so you could start smiling once 

again and put an end to skipping your favorite meals because of your teeth.” 
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This gives you an example. That was all about emotional benefits, wasn’t it?  

All of it was about maybe some frustrations that people are having, some concerns that 

they have and saying, “You know, you no longer have to live that way. We can turn that 

around. We’ve got some solutions for you.” 

It was all emotional benefits. That’s what I found to be very effective with patients when 

we are having these conversations is if we focus on “What's in it for me?” 

That’s what they want to know. What are 

specific benefits to that patient with this 

particular service?  

We can do a lot of that before the dentist 

even gets in the room. 

Using	  Technology	  to	  Build	  Value	  
The best way that I have found to build value is to utilize technology. The best way to 

build value is using cavity-detecting lasers and intraoral cameras.  

One of the frustrations that I hear is, we may have the technology but we often lack a 

system to ensure it gets utilized. 

I’ll be honest as a hygiene provider, there are plenty of hygienists that say, “We don’t 

have time to use it. We just don’t have time.” 

The reality is though, it’s one of the most important things that we do. If we’re not 

making the time to do that, we need to reevaluate how we’re utilizing our time. There’s a 

structure and a system that you can employ to ensure that these pieces of technology 

are utilized every single visit.  

This is part of becoming world-class. This is part of creating those raving fans. We want 

them impressed with our technology. You’ve made the investment, now let's reap the 

benefit of that. 

WIIFM	  

What	  are	  the	  specific	  benefits	  to	  the	  
patient	  with	  that	  particular	  service?	  
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Building value utilizing the cavity-detecting laser and the 

camera can be very effective and powerful and  

it doesn’t have to take a long time. 

Cavity-detecting lasers have evolved over the years. It used to be we had one option. 

Now, we’ve got a multitude of options that work very, very well.  

We’ve got not only the Diagnodent, we’ve got the DEXIS CariVu, we’ve got Spectra, we’ve 

got Soprocare. 

The cavity-detecting laser in my mind is powerful because it 

provides a measure of proof to your patients. 

It provides a measure of proof that there’s a problem and that it’s time to do something 

about it.  

You probably don’t need it for your own diagnostic ability. You’ve diagnosed dentistry for 

years without it. It’s not really for you though. It’s for the patient.  

• They find it fascinating.  

• They ask to have it done.  

• It creates a word of mouth buzz. 

When I was in Australia lecturing, I was doing a series there on hygiene, and one of the 

hotel employees came up to me on a break.  

This is what he had to say. I’d just finished talking about the cavity-detecting lasers and 

the intraoral cameras and this is what he had to say about them: 

“I was just listening to Wendy’s lecture and realized that my dentist is not really 

giving me the trust that I need and I really want the Diagnodent,  and I want the 

intraoral camera. I’m going to change dentists.” 

He said he’s going to change dentists. “My dentist isn’t using these pieces of technology 

and I want that done.”  
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I said, “Before you change dentists, go to your dentist and ask if they have it,” because 

chances are we have it and we’re just not using it.  

It does create a word of mouth. Gordon Christensen, when it very first came out, said: 

“The Diagnodent, is a valuable adjunct to caries detection  

and worthy of purchase.” 

I couldn’t agree more. Practices that have these technologies and are utilizing them are 

finding that, not only do they help us provide proof that it’s time to move on restorative, 

it also helps us do a higher level of preventive services as well. 

I heard another speaker just recently say the purpose of 

caries detection technology is not to identify the caries 

but it’s to measure how well our preventive program is 

working. That was really interesting.  

If we scan a groove and it’s consistently getting worse, 

what do we know? We probably need to focus on 

prevention for that patient a little bit more.  

When we have cavity-detecting laser technology in the practice, we do a lot more 

sealants on all ages. I will tell you that there is no better way to build value than 

utilizing this technology. 

The intraoral camera as well is incredibly powerful. The ideal use of the camera is we 

give every single patient a virtual tour of their own mouth. We don’t capture every single 

tooth but we will pick the top three and especially if the patient comes in with a chief 

complaint.  

If you’re noticing some signs of posterior bite collapse or super eruption, grab it with the 

camera and highlight that. That’s a very powerful way to build value for an implant or 

for whatever procedure it is that you’re looking to attain acceptance on. 

So give every patient a virtual tour of their own mouth and the comments from patients 

prove how powerful this is.  

There	  is	  no	  better	  way	  to	  
build	  value	  than	  utilizing	  

this	  technology.	  
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The ideal use of the camera, we want to give them a tour. We’re going to highlight a few 

areas that we’re concerned about. We’re going to highlight every weakness, every 

discoloration, anything that we see that we’re concerned about, we’re going to highlight. 

What’s fascinating is one of the most current trends that I’m seeing in Dr. John Mies’ 

practices – he’s a partner in more than a 100 practices across the country. In every 

practice when they’re adding on treatment rooms or if they a de-novo or a startup 

practice every single treatment room has at least a 42-inch high-definition television on 

the wall – every treatment room.  

Why do you think we use that? We take that picture and it is in high definition, big as 

life on the screen.  

Fifteen years ago, that would not have been financially feasible to do but now those 

televisions… how many crowns does it take to pay for that?  

It pays for itself very, very quickly.  

We’re seeing a lot more of that, a lot more large-screen televisions in the treatment room 

to help our cameras leverage the value. We want to give them a tour. We’re going to 

highlight any teeth that we’re concerned about. 

I love this example below. This was on a patient that came in. She had been told she 

needed six fillings. She was told she had six cavities by another dentist and she’d never 

had a cavity.  

She was a college student so she was away 

from home and this wasn’t her usual dentist so 

she came to see us for a second opinion. We 

were able to use the cavity-detecting laser and 

the camera to show her, “You do have six 

cavities. They are there.” We provided proof so 

she didn’t wonder what was going on. Where do 

you think she had the teeth restored? With us. 
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We want to highlight any teeth that have a reading and let them know what the 

numbers are. This one shown right here is the one that scored 34.  

You can see that there’s something concerning there. Most likely we’re going to alert the 

doctor and chances are that’s cavity.  

Effective	  Communication	  
We can utilize this technology very effectively and, sometimes, things just get lost.  

If all we have is verbal communication,  

sometimes things get lost.  

To illustrate this point, I’m going to share with you a collection of photos of cakes that 

were ordered over the phone. Are you ready? 

This one was ordered over the phone and they said, 

“We want to order a cake that says, ‘Best Wishes 

Suzanne.’ Underneath that, ‘We will miss you.’”  

Do you really think they wanted them to frost the 

words “underneath that” on the cake?  

Verbal communication sometimes you lose something, 

right?  

Here's another example. I’m going to order a cake 

with nothing on it.  

They frosted the word “Nothing” on the cake rather 

than just a cake with nothing on it.  
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“Congratulations” as small as possible. Missing 

something there, right?  

 

 

 

This is my favorite. “I want sprinkles.”  

But there’s no sprinkles on the cake. 

 

 

 

If all we have is verbal communication, sometimes things get lost. That’s why I love 

using the laser and the camera together because there’s no doubt.  

When I say a large crack, that’s a relative term. It could mean different things to 

different people.  

So I need to show them exactly what we’re talking 

about.  

If I say, “That’s a large area that looks concerning,” 

I’m providing visual proof.  

Patient perception also matters. Their perception is 

that, “Hey, that's a serious problem.” They’ve seen it.  

A lot of our patients as well are visual. Eighty five percent of them need to see it before 

they can really get it and grasp it. That’s a high percentage so that’s why I love using the 

cameras. 
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So we want to highlight any of the teeth that have potential problems and initiate that 

conversation.  

Here's a couple of examples of what one patient had to say when I was showing them 

their mouth with an intraoral camera: 

Wendy: We’ll follow along and I’ll just take some photos of your teeth. See, that’s 

how those teeth look on the back. They’re chipping away there anyway, those 

fillings. 

Patient: It’s terrible. 

Now, could I ever say that to a patient, “Those teeth look terrible?” No, I couldn’t but 

they say it, right? 

Patient: That doesn’t look good! 

Wendy: Yeah. That dark area right by that filling, that doesn’t look good either does 

it? We’ll take a look and we’ll screen it with the cavity-detecting laser and see if we 

can find anything in that area.  

That tooth has a lovely little crack right down it too. You see this crack right here? 

Over time, the silver filling actually weakens the tooth and it can crack and so that’s 

one of the risks that we run when we have silver fillings still in there.  

Often, that’s why, when we talk about your possibilities are elective, we’ll include 

on that estimate to have those replaced with something that will actually add 

strength to the tooth rather than weaken it over time. 

Patient: Does that mean that the tooth could just crack? 

Wendy: You can have a nice chunk of it break off which is probably what happened 

up here with the … 

So camera can be incredibly powerful. That was just one patient and all the comments 

that she was making: 

• “Those teeth look terrible”  
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• “That doesn’t look good”  

• “Does that mean a whole piece of it could just break right off?”  

These are the comments that you hear all the time when you’re using the camera. 

What I love about this technology is how much it’s evolving, how much it’s improved.  

I mentioned we have Spectra, we’ve got CariVu view. My favorite intraoral camera tool 

right now is the Soprocare by far.  

I think the reason I’m a big fan is because it’s an all-in-one. I have one tool that’s an 

intraoral camera and a caries detection tool and it has an added feature that nobody 

else has which is really powerful as well. 

Any way that I can talk to a hygienist and say, “Look, we found a way for you to be more 

efficient. You can do the cavities detection and the camera at the same time,” That’s a 

huge win.  

So let’s look at the Soprocare. The Soprocare utilizes different wavelengths of light which 

is also helpful because we have a situation right now in a few states.  

Laws vary state to state. Fairly recently in the state of Indiana, they disallowed the 

hygienists from using Diagnodent. They cannot use any lasers period, which means 

they can’t use a Velscope either. 

It’s been a tremendous step backwards in that state. Certain states have different 

regulations and different rules.  

One reason I like the Soprocare is it’s wavelength of light instead of a laser. It’s legal to 

be used everywhere. It uses fluorescence. There’s a daylight mode which is awesome. 

There’s a caries detection mode.  

My favorite feature is it actually highlights plaque inflammation as well as caries 

detection. That’s awesome. It’s such a great feature.  
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When there’s a cavity, it will show red. The patients really respond well to it. They can 

see that’s most likely a problem especially when it’s quite advanced – the deeper the 

cavity, the more red you see and the deeper the color of the red.  

I love visuals that can help the patient see what we see and provide that measure of 

proof, and that’s what they get with the Soprocare in that caries detection mode. 

Now, my favorite feature, of course, because I’m a little bit biased, is Perio mode. There 

is, in my mind, no more difficult case to gain an acceptance on than Perio, scaling and 

root planing.  

That can be challenging because the patient is coming in and they expect everything is 

going to be healthy and then, all of a sudden, we’ve got this disease that has no 

symptoms that they didn’t even know existed. 

That’s difficult. So what I love about the Soprocare is we can actually utilize this to help 

us gain acceptance on even that.  

It’s going to show the plaque and the gingival inflammation.  

They’re just amplified with different colors of light.  

Finally, we have a way for the patient to see what we see.  

We’re dental professionals so we look at it and we see plaque, 

we see the calculus there, we see some tissue inflammation, 

and we can see that that’s probably not ideal health.  

Now, when we turn on that Perio mode, the patient sees 

what we see with our trained eye – especially when there’s 

an excessive amount of plaque. 

Having visual tools like this can be really powerful. I love it.  

I love being able to help the patient see 
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what we see and that’s the value of the camera in many 

aspects. 

It’s just to help build value without having to say a whole lot really.  

One of the struggles that we have is there are certain people in our profession that have 

engaging personalities; I’m sure you’ve had a few of them on your team over the years 

where they just get it. They just know how to discuss restorative dentistry and they just 

get it done for you.  

Having tools like this can help elevate everybody – even if they don’t have that natural 

ability – to the same level of performance.  

That’s one other reason I think it’s awesome to be able to utilize technology to our 

benefit. These are just ways that we can help the patients see what we see.  

Those tools become a powerful addition to our new paradigm of building value and 

simplifying. 

How	  to	  Simplify	  
Let’s talk about simplifying here for a minute. Let’s talk about how we can simplify 

because, again, one of the common things that we see in all the undercover videos is we 

get into way too technical of language, use far too complicated terminology.  

We’re speaking a language with our team that the patients just don’t even understand.  

Sometimes, especially with the philosophy that it takes more time to sell large cases, we 

actually sometimes hurt ourselves because we get in to a level of complexity and we lose 

the patients. 

One thing that I have seen is dentists who have invested a lot in continuing education 

and have high levels of clinical skills, it almost works against you with acceptance; 

because you’re communicating at higher level.  

Your knowledge is at a higher level.  
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It can be difficult for you to simplify your thinking and simplify 

your language because you don’t remember what it’s like not to 

know what you know. 

You don’t remember what it’s like. So it can be even more challenging for you with the 

conversations that you have with your patients. 

Let’s talk about why we need to simplify our language. Another brilliant quote from 

Steve Jobs: 

“It’s not the customer’s job to know what they want.” 

Now, if you’re marketing specifically for implants, you may have some patients coming 

in and saying, “I’m interested in implants. I'd like to talk with you about implants.”  

That's awesome. We love those patients. But I will tell you the majority of your implant 

cases will most likely come from your recall patients.  

They’re not going to specifically ask you for implants because: 

• They don’t even know what’s possible.  

• They don’t know what they can have.  

• They don’t know if they’re a good candidate for it.  

It’s not their job to know that. That’s my job as a patient treatment advocate to know, 

“Here's the frustration this patient has shared with me. What solutions do we have on 

our menu of services that can help, that can turn that around?” 

It’s not their job to know what they want. I think sometimes it’s quite ridiculous of us to 

assume that every patient with a missing tooth is going to want exactly the same thing. 

They don’t.  

They don’t always want exactly the same thing. 

Dentistry has moved from a needs-based to a wants-based profession.  
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More than 90% of dentistry today is considered discretionary 

treatment by the patient.  

Talking about what the patient needs anymore is not effective.  

They don’t want what they need. They want what they want. 

So we have to discuss treatment in such a way. That’s why we focus on the benefits – 

because then it helps them want that more than feel that they need it.  

That’s one of the things that we’ve seen. Again, what’s in it for me?  

The same thing with simplifying. So that’s how we build value but also we’ve got to keep 

that mind when we’re simplifying. Avoiding confusion when it comes to case acceptance 

is really, really important.  

• Are we clear on the treatment we recommend?  

• Do patients understand what we’re saying?  

We all need to be speaking the same language and, too often, we’re not. That causes 

chaos and miscommunication. 

We’ve got to be speaking the same language. If we were speaking the same language and 

could communicate at their level, how much more effective do you think we’d be at 

getting patients to accept the care they need?  

So how well are we doing? Let me share with you some data. 

We did a quick survey and mined the data for more than 500 dental practices and we 

wanted to see how well we were getting patients to move forward on a very simple 

procedure.  

We would have liked to have looked at implants but that’s not as common. It’s more 

difficult to track that than another procedure. So we looked at crowns.  
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In a four-month time span in more than 500 dental practices there were 73,000 crowns 

done. 

We might look at that and say, that’s not bad.  

But how many were treatment planned? 

259,000 were recommended in that same 

time period, which gives us a percentage of 

acceptance of 28.2%. 

So, across the board, what this tells me is 

there’s opportunity.  

There’s the high-level of opportunity 

for us to communicate at a higher 

level and get more patients to accept 

the care they need. 

When we look at how we’re communicating, too 

often, what’s missing is tribal language. We have 

our language that we speak. If I say this patient needs an MOD inlay, you know exactly 

what I’m talking about.  

Your staff knows that too but the patient doesn’t. They’re left out of that.  

Tribal	  Language	  
When we look at the concept of tribal language, we’re talking about including the 

patient in our tribe. Having them understand the language that we’re utilizing can be 

powerful. 

We look at verbal language. We have verbal language and we have written language. 

We’ll talk about both of them.  

Having	  the	  patients	  
understand	  the	  language	  
that	  we’re	  utilizing	  can	  

be	  powerful.	  
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With the verbal language really we need to have a uniform way of speaking to minimize 

confusion. Especially when we have practices that are of larger scale – we have multiple 

doctors, multiple hygienists, multiple locations – we have a more important need to have 

a tribal language because we can have varying opinions between different providers.  

Not every doctor has the same level of diagnostic assertiveness and we need to be able to 

disseminate that and differentiate that and that can 

become a real challenge for hygienists if they’re serving 

more than one doctor.  

Especially with multiple doctors, multiple providers, we 

need the simplicity that comes from having a tribal 

language.  

We also need a system that everyone understands and 

will follow – even the doctors.  

We need a system that everyone can get behind. That’s what we’re talking about when 

we talk about verbal language. 

When we look at what we’re doing now, our conversation really should be helping the 

patient decide a few key things. Is it helping the patient decide: 

• Do I really want this done? 

• Do I want it done now? 

• Is this the right place for me? Do I really want it done by this doctor at this 

practice?”  

Those are the three key questions that every patient has and we know that they have 

these questions because, when the doctors leave the room, they turn to the hygienist 

and say, “What do you think? Do I really need to have it done? How long can I wait? 

What do you think?” 

That’s one of the reasons why I think it’s so important that we maximize our role as a 

treatment advocate. Because, honestly, if the patient hears it from the doctor first, they 

If	  patients	  hear	  it	  from	  a	  
support	  team	  member	  
first,	  they	  don’t	  feel	  that	  
it’s	  all	  about	  the	  money.	  
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naturally assume – and I know it’s not fair and most dentists that I know would never 

do this – but the patient assumes it’s all about the money.  

That’s one of the reasons why if we have a tribal language and we have a process that 

we’re following and they hear it from a support team member first, they don’t feel that 

it’s all about the money.  

We need to help them answer these questions before you even get in the room, before 

the doctor even gets in the room. Do I really want this done? Is now the right time? Am I 

in the right place to get it done? Especially patients that are coming in to you that aren't 

patients of record.  

If you’re marketing for implants and they’re coming in from the outside and responding 

to an ad, they are definitely going to be asking themselves especially that third question. 

“Is this the right place for me? Have I chosen the right doctor and the right place?” 

Hopefully your staff has already helped them answer that question before they even 

meet you. We should be raving about you before you even get in there. 

These are the questions that our conversation should be driving the patient to 

determine.  

Language	  for	  Increasing	  Case	  Acceptance	  
The tribal language that we have found the most effective verbal language is to 

summarize any treatment needs that the patient may need utilizing these three words:  

• Mandatory 

• Elective 

• Cosmetic  

Dr. Gordon Christensen was the first one to teach these many years ago. He studied 

these words and he studied the other words and the reason that he taught these words 

is because they were the most effective. 
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At first, I thought mandatory kind of seems a bit strong. I was going to use the word 

“urgent” instead. Then, it was time for me to get a little bit of humble pie because I 

realized, “Who do I think I am?”  

This is Dr. Gordon Christensen who came up with this and this is how he utilized it in 

his practice. This is how he taught it, and he had it right because what I found with 

mandatory is there is an implied urgency.  

When you use the urgent, it’s not quite the same. I would still have people look at me 

and say, “How long can I wait?” when I used the word urgent but they don’t ask that 

question when we use the word mandatory because it’s implied that it’s immediate. 

Let’s talk about each of these words and what those definitions mean.  

Mandatory	  Treatment	  
Really, ultimately, each doctor, it’s up to you to determine what your definition is for 

each treatment but I’ll share with you common definitions.  

Most commonly doctors can come to a consensus on mandatory – it’s the easiest one to 

gain consensus on and we’re talking about something that is broken, something that’s 

infected, or something that actually has a cavity. 

When we’re using the tribal language with our patients, don’t use the word “decayed.”  

Did you know that 65% of your patients don’t know what the word decayed means?  

Isn't that remarkable? It is true though. I’ve seen undercover video of a doctor saying, 

“This tooth has a cavity. You have decay here. You have decay here…”  

The patient actually stops the doctor and says, “What’s the difference between a cavity 

and decay?”  

That proves that sometimes, again, we’ve got to simplify our language. We’ve got to keep 

it simple. 

Broken, infected, or has a cavity. That’s usually what we would classify as mandatory 

care.  
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Mandatory care, in my mind, is the house is on fire. These are the issues where, if we 

don’t put it out and it’s allowed to continue burning for a time, what can happen? Utter 

destruction.  

We can lose teeth, we can lose really more. Periodontal treatment isn't just about saving 

teeth. It’s about saving lives because we’re talking about risk of heart attack and stroke. 

We’ll talk a little bit more about biofilm and all of those possible consequences later. 

This is mandatory care. The house is on fire and if it’s allowed to burn long enough, we 

can have disastrous consequences. 

Here’s what Dr. Rob Herron, who has been practicing in Columbus, Kansas for 25 years 

says about this language: 

“I’ve used Wendy’s mandatory, elective, cosmetic procedure for hygiene for years. It 

works great.  

The “mandatory” language is just perfect for the patient because they realize we’re 

not kidding around. Mandatory means that if you don’t do something about this… 

and this is how we use that… ‘Some Friday night at 4:30, that tooth is going to start 

to hurt and you’ve got that problem until Monday.’ 

It’s just a way of verbally using those terms to have mandatory sound like, “We 

really need to do this.” 

Of course elective is going to be that amalgam they’ve had for 20 years. The 

margins are still okay, you wouldn’t feel right saying, “You’ve got to do that.” Really, 

it would be something that you should do and so it’s elective.  

Then, you go to cosmetic and cosmetic is going to be, “I don’t like my smile.” You’re 

working towards veneers. You’re towards like a Cerec onlay, inlays, different things 

like that will really pop their smile, make them look a little better – even to the point 

of they go Invisalign situation or fast braces, anything that’s outside of the other two 

that will make their appearance just be great.  
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There again, we use the mandatory, the elective, and the cosmetic to a great success 

in our practice.” 

I think sometimes it’s helpful to hear from other doctors how they use it.  

Mandatory, anything that’s broken, infected, or has a cavity. It’s pretty easy. Mandatory 

is the easy one.  

As a supportive team member, my role is to prepare that 

patient for mandatory recommendation. 

When a patient comes in with a broken tooth, this is usually 

their chief complaint. This is why they’ve come in. They’ve 

come in because they’ve got a broken tooth.  

I can look and say, “You know, I’m not the doctor but, given 

how much of that tooth has been destroyed, my best guess is 

he's going to recommend a mandatory crown here.”  

I’m preparing that patient for the doctor to come in and say that.  

“I’m not the doctor but I’ve been working with her a long time and you’ve lost the entire 

cusp of that tooth plus look at how much of the rest of the tooth has already been 

destroyed from that cavity early on. My best guess is we’re looking at a mandatory crown 

here.” 

Mandatory are the easy ones for your team to preheat for you. Mandatory are the ones 

that you look at the x-ray and “Yup. That’s 

mandatory.” There’s no waiting on that. 

Mandatory are the ones that are very easy to identify. 

A lot of them, there’s some pain associated with that, 

infection, most definitely.  

So mandatory are real easy for us to preheat the 
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patient for and prepare before the doctor enters the exam. Mandatory are the ones that 

we have these conversations to the patients.  

One of the things that we love to see is we love to see a system established – so up to a 

certain number or up to a certain color; depending on which caries-detecting technology 

you have. If it’s up to a certain number then we can prepare the patient for a filling or if 

it’s below a certain number then we might talk about an elective sealant there.  

Beyond	  Mandatory	  
Mandatory are the ones that are pretty cut and dry. Not a whole lot of questions when it 

comes to mandatory care. 

Too often one of the things that I see is we’re only looking at 

mandatory care. 

One of the brilliant things about transitioning to a verbal language utilizing mandatory, 

elective, and cosmetic is it opens the doorway for conversations about elective and 

cosmetic.  

Too often, especially for our patients coming in and they’ve got years of neglect, we’re 

focusing very heavily on the mandatory. If we do that, we lose some opportunities.  

If we really want to maximize the potential 

impact of new patients in our practice, we’ve 

got to be looking at all of those categories. 

We ought to be at least initiating a 

conversation and saying, “At some point, once 

we get some of these mandatories taken care 

of, I'd like to visit with you about electives 

and cosmetics as well.” Many patients are 

really interested in that conversation.  

We can become concerned about 

overwhelming the patient. What I’ve seen is the opposite is true. Granted when the 

Too	  often	  we	  are	  looking	  only	  at	  Mandatory	  care	  

• We	  neglect	  Elective	  and	  Cosmetic	  
possibilities	  

• This	  is	  essential	  if	  we	  want	  to	  maximize	  
the	  potential	  of	  our	  New	  Patients!	  

• We	  are	  concerned	  about	  overwhelming	  
our	  patients	  	  

• We	  don’t	  think	  our	  patients	  want	  to	  know	  
• We	  have	  too	  many	  	  ‘watches’	  that	  we	  

aren’t	  clear	  about	  
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patient comes in for implants, I would agree they have an expectation that it’s going to 

be costly and, usually, they’ve already figured out how they’re going to pay for that.  

When it’s restorative dentistry, it can be different. They can be coming in and the first 

question we ask them is, “Are you having any problems? Is anything bothering you?”  

For many of these patients, they can have thousands of dollars of dentistry that needs 

to be done and no symptoms. When we ask that question, we’re actually sending the 

message that, if nothing is bothering you, nothing needs to be done. 

It can be alarming; it can be shocking when they’ve got $8,000 or $10,000 worth of 

rebuilding in there and their expectation is they have no problems.  

One of the things that I’ve seen work well with mandatory, elective, and cosmetic is it 

helps us minimize the overwhelm.  

They might have $8,000 worth of dentistry that needs to be done or could be done but 

maybe only $2,000 of that is mandatory, $5,000 is elective and then another $1,000 

might be considered cosmetic.  

It’s a way to take that big treatment plan and to break it down into smaller bite-size 

pieces, which $2,000 is a significant amount of money but when compared with $8,000, 

it seems less significant. 

It helps us minimize overwhelm in my opinion. We also, in dentistry, one of the things 

our profession loves to do is watch things. We may have too many watches we’re not 

clear about; but what are we waiting for?  

Incipient interproximal lesions, that’s understandable. I can understand watching 

those. If we’re watching crumbling amalgams, what are we waiting for? We’re waiting for 

a crisis to occur and, in my opinion, many patients don’t want the crisis. 

So we should have that conversation earlier and having mandatory, elective, and 

cosmetic tribal language helps us do that.  
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Why	  Treatment	  Plan	  Long-‐term	  Dentistry?	  
Why treatment plan long-term dentistry? There’s some fairly compelling reasons why we 

should.  

I think what I have seen is many dentists come to their own conclusion on long-term 

dentistry. Let me just share with you an experience.  

We have a mastermind study group that gets together a couple of times a year. In this 

mastermind group, we were doing an exercise that we often do with clients called 

treatment planning for predictability where we’ll throw an image up on the screen and 

we’ll say, “Okay, hygienist go ahead and preheat the patient. What questions would you 

ask? What do you think the doctor is going to recommend when they see this tooth?” 

We’ll go through this exercise. 

It was really interesting because during this exercise there was just some existing 

amalgam fillings.  

The diagnostic assertiveness between the doctors in the room is always interesting. 

There’s no two doctors that usually recommend exactly the same thing. We had some 

young doctors and we had some older 

doctors that have been around for a 

while.  

The young doctors all recommended 

four and five surface resins. The doctors 

that have been around a while were like 

“crowns.” The young doctors turned to 

the more experienced doctors and said, 

“Why would you go straight through a 

crown?”  

One doctor said, “I’ve had enough of seeing my fillings fail. They’re going to fail at some 

point so I’m tired of it. I’m tired of dealing with the failure.” The young doctor went, 

“Wow. I never really quite thought about it like that.” 

Why	  treatment	  plan	  long	  term	  dentistry?	  

• Fewer	  emergencies	  and	  broken	  teeth	  =	  
more	  satisfied	  patients	  

• Long	  term	  /Short	  term	  solution	  
• Ask	  permission	  to	  recommend	  the	  longest	  

lasting,	  most	  cost	  effective	  solution	  with	  
the	  least	  hassle	  for	  the	  patient	  

• A	  very	  sad	  story...	  
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It’s interesting… I think we all have to come to our own place when we look at when 

we’re ready or what value we have on long-term dentistry.  

What I’m coming to the patient with is what I’ve seen in my years of experience, and 

with what many patients have asked for over the years.  

So, when we look at long-term dentistry, I think sometimes we have to recognize that 

fewer emergencies and fewer broken teeth equals more satisfied patients.  

If we are looking towards long-term dentistry, we’re giving ourselves a higher advantage 

in that way. We’re more likely going to satisfy patients if they have fewer emergencies 

and fewer broken teeth.  

A long-term versus short-term solution. I ask a question, almost every time there’s a 

borderline tooth – if we could go filling or we could go inlay or onlay or crown – I’m often 

asking the question, “When we repair this tooth, and there’s more than one option here; 

would you prefer a short-term or a long-term solution?”  

Almost every single time I ask the question, what do you think the answer is?  

Long term, almost every single time.  

Some will say, “I’m not sure I can afford it but that’s certainly what I'd like.” When we 

leave it up to the patient it’s interesting; they want long-term dentistry. 

So one of the strategies that we recommend is just take a moment and ask the patient’s 

permission. “Do I have your permission to recommend what I think would be the longest 

lasting solution here?” “Would you like the longest-lasting solution? Is that what you’d 

like us to work towards?” 

Instead of going through multiple treatment plan options, “Well, we could do an inlay, 

onlay. We could do a crown. We could do a resin. We could do…” 

Going through that, that just leads to confusion. Take a moment and ask the patient, 

“Do I have your permission to recommend what I think would be the best here or the 

longest-lasting solution?” It’s powerful. 
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A very sad story… we’ve all have those very sad stories of patients who had patched it 

up, fixed it up dentistry all their lives. Now, all of a sudden they’ve hit retirement. They 

have no benefit. They have a very fixed limited income and they have no options.  

All of a sudden all of them are crumbling at once. That’s a really sad story.  

What I recognized probably about three years in when I was practicing is I was working 

for a doctor, that was his method. He was the guy doing the heroic amalgams and 

patching everything up.  

The reality is when that patient came in and he needed 10 crowns and he didn’t have 

the resources, I felt we had failed him. I thought we had failed him. 

I think sometimes hygienists are guilty of this too. We think the more we save the 

patient’s money, the fewer crowns we do, the happier they are and that’s not always 

necessarily true. They want long-term dentistry. 

Pre-‐heating	  Patients	  
Walter Haley is the first one that said we should be preheating the patient and I love 

that. We use that concept all the time.  

Here's some of the ways that I preheat patients for our doctors and this is how we teach 

other hygienists to initiate some of these conversations.  

There are some powerful questions here.  

“How important is prevention to you?”  

“If we could save you the inconvenience of a future emergency, would you like to talk 

about it?” I love that question on a limited exam. If the patient is here with an 

emergency that's an awesome question to convert them to comprehensive.  

That’s another quick thing that many doctors aren't tracking and measuring and you 

really should be.  
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You should be comparing your number of 

limited exams versus comprehensive exams 

because that’s going to be telling you how well 

your team is doing in having some of these 

conversations with patients. 

Obviously, the comprehensive exam in my mind 

is the better deal for the patient but it’s also a 

better deal for us because it’s a higher level of 

opportunity.  

These are some of the things that we want to be talking with patients about. If they have 

a chief complaint, if they’ve come in with a toothache or broken tooth, we definitely want 

to start there.  

Preheating the patient, letting them know, “I’m not the doctor. I’ve been working with 

her a long time though and my best guess is on this tooth, this is what we might be 

looking at. Given everything you’ve told me, if I had to make a guess, this is where I 

think we’re going to go.” 

Then, when the doctor comes in, it’s a much easier time of 

saying this is what we’ve talked about. “This is my best 

guess.” I love it when all the doctors look at me and say, 

“You we’re right,” and it’s that easy. 

Preheating the patient is important and sometimes they’re 

going to give you an answer to one of your questions that 

you need more information. So we focus heavily on the 

follow up questions as well.  

When the patient says, “I have terrible teeth. Bad teeth run in my family.” What do they 

mean by that? That could be mean more than one thing.  

For some people, when they say bad teeth run in my family they mean they have history 

of gum disease and their teeth are extracted earlier. Some people mean they’re talking 

Pre-‐heat	  the	  Patient	  

• How	  important	  is	  prevention	  to	  you?	  
• Would	  you	  prefer	  a	  long	  term	  solution	  

when	  we	  fix	  this	  tooth?	  
• If	  we	  could	  save	  you	  the	  inconvenience	  of	  

a	  future	  emergency	  would	  you	  like	  to	  
know?	  

• Follow	  up	  on	  cosmetic	  concerns...if	  the	  
patient	  asks	  about	  whitening	  don’t	  let	  it	  
get	  lost!	  

• Follow	  up	  on	  Chief	  Complaint	  

The	  transfer	  to	  the	  
doctor	  in	  front	  of	  the	  
patient	  is	  absolutely	  

vital.	  
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about decay. They always seem to have a problem with cavities so we want to follow up 

with that.  

“Tell me more. Would you like to talk about possible solutions for that?” 

Now, this is a really important question when there’s missing teeth. Because what I 

have seen is I have seen overzealous or excited hygiene staff and supportive staff that 

are really excited because now they know you’re placing implants, they want to help and 

support the doctor, they want to drive patients to you. 

But if they don’t ask that question first and we get in to the whole long implant spiel, 

the patient leaves feeling frustrated because they feel pushed or oversold into something 

they really weren’t interested in the first place. 

This is a very important question. “I see here that you’re missing a tooth on this side. 

How long has that tooth been gone?” “I’m starting to see some concerning signs. Would 

you like to talk about some possible solutions for that?” 

We need to get permission before we launch into the whole spiel and it’s going to be a lot 

more powerful. 

Following	  Up	  
Following up the initial question with more detailed questions is really important as well 

when we’re trying to do a good job of the preheating. 

Make sure we follow up with the response and include it in the transfer to the doctor. 

This is a big one. Sometimes the hygienist leaves, they’re off in another treatment room 

serving another patient; the doctor comes into the exam and there’s nobody. 

You might have a few notes on the bracket table or a Post-It; you may have done your 

quick transfer in the hallway as you were passing from one place to the next but the 

handoff, the transfer to you in front of the patient, is absolutely vital. 

The patient doesn’t know what was said in the hallway or the lab and often what 

happens is, if that transfer doesn’t happen in front of the patient it’s costing you time 

because the patient feels they have to start over with some of their concerns and issues. 
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So this is an often overlooked opportunity; that transfer handoff becomes really 

important. 

We’re talking about mandatory care; let’s talk for a minute about whether implants 

would be considered mandatory. 

I think you could build a pretty good case 

that in some circumstances they would be 

mandatory care. 

In some circumstances, they might not.  

That’s really up to you to determine but I 

will tell you this, you need to clarify that 

with your team.  

When do you consider implants as mandatory care?  

When you first start to see the signs of bite collapse or before?  

That’s what they need to know to support you in these discussions with your patients.  

When	  Patients	  Have	  Missing	  Teeth	  
So how do we do a good job of guiding patients towards missing teeth?  

You’re going to have some patients that come in and say, “I’m interested in implants.” If 

you’re marketing TeethXpress, you’re going to have some patients coming in asking 

specifically for that.  

The majority of the time, your implant cases are going to come 

from patients that you’ve already had and you’ve already 

served for a long, long time. 

So here’s an example of how your staff can be vitally important in looking for those 

opportunities and opening the doorway to these discussions. 

Patient: I left my partial at home. 

Follow	  Up	  

• What	  do	  you	  mean	  by	  that?	  
• Tell	  me	  more	  about	  that	  
• Would	  you	  like	  to	  talk	  about	  possible	  

solutions	  for	  that?	  
• Exactly	  what	  would	  you	  like	  to	  change?	  
• Make	  sure	  to	  follow	  up	  with	  each	  

response,	  and	  include	  it	  in	  the	  Transfer	  to	  
the	  Doctor!	  
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Wendy: Okay. That’s perfectly all right. Are you still getting along with that okay? 

Patient: It’s okay. 

Wendy: Do you wear it very often? 

Patient: Yeah. All the time. 

Wendy: You do? Good. Now it’s just these ones at the front that we’re printing right? 

Now you know that technology has improved and you probably could have 

something that you don’t have to remove to replace those teeth if you wanted to.  

Patient: I’d have to check on that. 

Wendy: Would you like some more information about it? 

Patient: What are they? Implants? 

Wendy: Yes. They’ve gotten so much better the last few years. We have actually a 

doctor that comes in and places them here in our office now. So it’s a lot more simple 

than it used to be. 

So the patient says, “I left my partial at home.” Let's stop and dive into that for a 

minute.  On that, my natural question, the next question was, “Are getting along with 

that okay?  Are you still wearing it?” 

He said, "Oh yeah, all the time…” except for today when I'm going to the dentist, which 

is when you’d really probably think you'd want to have it.  So what do I know?   

He's probably not wearing it.  But he's saying he's wearing it all the time because maybe 

he doesn't really want to have the conversation, which is one of the reasons I said, "Well, 

you know technology has improved.  Would you like some more information about it?  

Would you like to talk about possible solutions for that?"   

He said, "Well, what would that be, implants?"  
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That conversation and paying attention, I think 

he ended up doing a $7,000 case. It wasn't a 

$23,000 case, but it was something.  We ended 

up replacing those.  

At the end of the day, the important thing is he 

got rid of the partial so he's a lot happier.   

Those are the opportunities that you want your 

staff to be ready for; know what questions, 

leading questions to ask because that's where 

you'll do most of your implants.  You'll do them 

from patients that are already coming in.  

So guiding the patient towards missing teeth, “Has anybody ever suggested options to 

replacing that missing tooth?”   

One of the things that I often will say is, "How long has it been missing?"  Because 

sometimes the patient will say, "It's been missing 20 years, why should we talk about 

replacing it now?"   

Well, what do you see?  Are you starting to see some possible consequences from that 

tooth being gone?  Are you seeing super-eruption, are you seeing posterior bite collapse? 

Because those can become significant 

problems for people.   

If you see some of those warning signs 

share it. “Even though that tooth's been 

missing for 20 years, I'm starting to see 

some consequences now from that tooth 

being gone.  We could talk about some 

possible solutions for that. Here's why I 

think it's a good idea."  Then you lead them 

down that path.   

Guiding	  Patient	  towards	  Replacing	  Missing	  
Teeth:	  Explanation	  and	  Consequence	  

• Has	  anyone	  ever	  suggested	  options	  for	  
replacing	  this	  missing	  tooth?	  

• WHY?	  	  It’s	  been	  gone	  for	  20	  years	  
(Consequences	  of	  Non	  Treatment)	  

• I	  am	  starting	  to	  see	  some	  concerning	  signs	  
of	  consequences	  from	  not	  having	  a	  tooth	  
there	  

• The	  teeth	  on	  either	  side	  are	  collapsing	  
• The	  tooth	  above	  is	  drifting	  down	  into	  the	  

space	  

Patient	  Benefits	  

• We	  can	  now	  more	  naturally	  replace	  that	  
tooth	  

• “Given	  what	  you	  have	  shared	  with	  me,	  I	  
think	  you	  would	  be	  most	  happy	  with	  a	  
long	  term	  solution	  that	  is	  fixed,	  not	  
removable.”	  

• It’s	  also	  incredibly	  stable,	  and	  you	  will	  be	  
able	  to	  eat	  even	  steak	  	  comfortably	  

• It’s	  easy	  to	  clean,	  and	  you	  can	  floss	  
around	  it	  	  	  

• “Do	  I	  really	  want	  this?	  Do	  I	  want	  it	  NOW?”	  
• Summarize	  the	  treatment	  using	  

Mandatory	  or	  Elective	  language	  
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Starting to see some concerning signs or consequences from not having a tooth there, 

we can now more naturally replace the tooth.   

Again, we want to focus on the patient benefits because we want to answer the question, 

"Do I really want this done?"  That's the first question we have to help them answer.   

"Given what you've shared with me I think you'd be most happy with a long term 

solution that is fixed, not removable. It’s incredibly stable. You'll be able to eat 

comfortably, it’s easy to clean, and you can floss around it."   

Again, we're answering those questions, "Do I really want it? Do I want it done now?"   

Summarizing treatment using mandatory or elective language becomes even more 

powerful.   

When we talk about this solution in the context of every other need they have, 

remember to sub-categorize it into mandatory, elective and cosmetic. That's when we 

see amazing things happen with case acceptance.   

Elective	  Treatment	  
Let's talk about elective for a minute.  Definitions of elective really have the most 

variation out of all of them.   

It is up to you of course, to determine what you consider elective, but out of the three 

categories, this one varies the most.  We can even have three doctors in the same 

practice, all have a different definition of what 

they consider to be elective.   

Some of this comes from your education, your 

training, your background.   

There are some people that have very 

extensive training on occlusion, the plane of 

occlusion and what that means. Their 

philosophy, or their assertiveness is different 

Elective	  

• What	  is	  your	  definition	  of	  Elective	  Care?	  
• Up	  to	  each	  doctor	  to	  determine	  what	  they	  

consider	  elective	  
• Out	  of	  the	  3	  categories,	  this	  one	  tends	  to	  

have	  the	  most	  variation	  
• Firm	  in	  Principle,	  Flexible	  in	  Procedure	  
• Try	  and	  come	  up	  with	  definitions	  that	  are	  

accurate	  the	  majority	  of	  the	  time	  
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than somebody else and that's perfectly okay.   

But it's important for me to know where you stand so I can help support you.  

Firm in principle, flexible in procedure.  We want to make sure that in principle this is 

what we consider elective, but I know that there's always the opportunity. There's 

always a chance that I may not get it right.   

That's why I say, “I'm not the doctor but my best guess is…” “I'm not the doctor, but if I 

had to predict what she was going to say, this is what I would guess.”  I'm always 

presenting it in that way.  Try and come up with definitions that are accurate the 

majority of the time.   

The real principle behind elective is this is not when the house is on fire; we're 

rebuilding now.  A lot of elective can be rebuilding. It can be remodeling, that's a great 

analogy to utilize.   

It may be serving them okay; the house isn't on fire, but maybe we could upgrade it to 

something that's better, that would be more stable, that's more attractive and will 

inspire a higher level of health in their mouth.   

Those usually are elective procedures.  Things like, for some situations, it might be 

watches.   

We don't have any watches anymore except for incipient lesions that are proximal.  If 

there is anything that we would have put a watch on times gone by, we'd put it on their 

treatment plan as an elective.   

What we often say is, "You know, this could cause you a problem down the road.  If 

you're interested in talking about it, if you were to take care of it before a crisis 

occurred, you'd probably save time money, maybe even pain as well."   

We'll talk about anything that could become a bigger problem at some point in the 

future.  Existing amalgams are an example of elective; older restorations that could be 

improved with something that's more attractive.   
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They may be functional, but maybe they don't look great, especially in the anterior area. 

Those are often considered elective.   

Anything that has a questionable margin... 

what I mean by that is, maybe the margins 

are starting to break down a little bit, but 

there's no decay there.  They don't look 

great like we said, so it could look better.   

For some doctors, missing teeth are 

elective, especially if it's been missing five 

to eight years and you're not seeing really 

a whole lot of consequences.   

Other doctors if it's missing, it's mandatory.  Really, it's up to you to determine where 

you stand on that.  

Night guards, sometimes they're elective, sometimes they're mandatory.  When might 

they be mandatory?  Well, if they've just invested $20,000 in a full cosmetic upgrade 

that would probably be mandatory in that 

circumstance.   

Keep in mind with elective, there's a lot of variations.  

Sealants are often an example of elective care.   

Any desensitizing agents that we're going to do in 

hygiene… so there are some services in hygiene that are 

also considered elective.   

Of course, if we're maximizing three roles, we're taking 

advantage of all those opportunities.   

I like to use elective as, it's like when you start noticing wear on your tires. You have 

choices.  Just when you start to see that the tires are becoming worn... I don't want the 

Elective	  

• “Watches”	  
• Anything	  that	  could	  become	  a	  bigger	  problem	  

at	  some	  point	  for	  the	  patient	  
• Older	  restorations	  that	  could	  be	  improved	  

	  
• Questionable	  margins	  
• Missing	  teeth	  
• Nightguards	  
• Sealants	  
• De-‐sensitizing	  
• Tires	  that	  are	  starting	  to	  become	  worn	  down	  

Leaving	  it	  up	  to	  the	  
patient	  is	  really	  what	  
we've	  found	  to	  be	  the	  

best	  strategy.	  
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blow-out in the rain, on the freeway, when I'm all by myself, because that's usually 

when it happens.   

As soon as my tires start to give me any issue or concern, I'm taking care of it.   

There are patients that are the same way with their teeth.  At the earliest sign of wear, 

or the possibility there could be a problem, they're wanting to get it taken care of.   

Now there are other people, my brother, who will drive his tires until the metal is 

showing through because it's a matter of pride how many miles you got out of those 

tires.  I'm not like that.   

But there are patients though, and they tell you, “If it's not broken, I'm not going to fix 

it."  Recognize that no two patients want exactly the same thing.   

We've found a tremendous amount of success to just say, "Here's what I see. What 

would you like to do?"  Leaving it up to the patient is really what we've found to be the 

best strategy.    

With elective care, it maybe a little bit more difficult for 

your team to identify.   

What's funny is when I show this image to hygienists, 

what do they immediately pipe up say, almost every 

single time? They're like, "Wait a minute. There's 

something in this image that's not elective.”  

It's the perio. They are seeing the calculus and of 

course our fingers are itching.  We're like, "Let me at it."  I don't know, it's a sickness. 

We're a unique breed.   

Obviously, perio is considered infection so that would be considered mandatory, but 

we're looking here at the existing amalgams.  There's really no huge signs of concern 

there, but we would list that on the treatment plan as elective for the patient.   

Existing amalgams... now again, can they transition from elective to mandatory at some 

point?  Sure, that's the whole point.   
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I actually really don't mind when that happens because what I'll say is, "Hey, we've had 

this on your treatment plan as an elective for quite some time. It's now transitioned into 

the mandatory category.  While we're there, while you're numb in that area, would you 

like us to take care of some of the other electives that are also in that area?"  Because, 

again, we're trying to avoid the crisis before it happens.   

Elective ... missing teeth, these are things that are fairly 

common that you'll see and it's up to you to determine when 

it's elective and when it's mandatory.   

Cosmetic	  Treatment	  
Cosmetic is the easiest out of all of them.  The patient 

wasn’t bothered by this tooth until he saw it with the 

intraoral camera.   

He was like, "Wait a minute; is that really my tooth? Does it really look that bad?"   

"Well, you tell me, it's big as life up on the screen for you.”  We can do some amazing 

things with cosmetic dentistry today.  We can do some very natural, beautiful things 

with cosmetics.   

If we're talking about utilizing the verbal language, mandatory, elective, cosmetic, 

hygiene really should have introduced these concepts before the doctor gets there. It's 

more powerful that way.   

It goes something like this, "Just so you know, when the doctor comes in, we're going to 

talk about any treatment needs you may have in three categories, mandatory, elective, 

and cosmetic." Then you take a minute and you define those categories.   

When we first started to try and change verbal language I carried a note card around in 

my pocket for probably close to a year.  I would pull it out. I would review these 

statements, these definitions, then I'd put it back in my pocket because I was having to 

change everything that I was saying about dentistry and it wasn't a habit yet.   

Now I can spout it off really quickly.  “Mandatory means anything that's broken, 

infected, or has a cavity.  Elective is anything that could save you time money down the 
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road by taking care of it now.  Cosmetic is of course, anything that can cosmetically 

enhance the appearance of your teeth.”  

When we position that before the doctor comes in, it's so much more powerful. And, 

when we're paying attention, it opens the doorway for opportunity.   

Here’s another example of how we introduce this concept before the doctor comes in: 

Wendy: "Great, that's all we need as far as the pictures go.  Just so you know, 

when the doctor comes in, he's going to talk about any treatment that you need in 

mandatory, elective, or cosmetic categories.   

Mandatory is when it's broken, infected, or has a cavity.  Elective is anything that by 

taking care of it now we can probably save you a future problem.  Then cosmetic, 

that is of course anything that could cosmetically enhance your teeth.   

You mentioned you had braces and you kind of shifted back.  Did that bother you? 

Is that something you might like to talk about a solution for?  We have a great new 

option called Invisalign.  Have you ever heard of that?  Kind of clear braces. They're 

called clear aligners."   

There's opportunities; just by introducing those 

concepts, it'll open that doorway for you to discuss it.   

Again, when we're talking about implants and missing 

teeth the same thing applies.   

"Just so you know, when the doctor comes in he's going to 

talk about anything you might need in these three 

categories.  Now this missing tooth, let's talk about that for 

a minute.  In the past, it could have been considered 

elective, but I'm starting to notice some serious consequences.  

At this point, he may want to talk about this as mandatory care because the last thing we 

want to do is have your whole bite collapse and cause serious problems for you down the 

road."   

Studies	  have	  shown	  that	  
if	  we	  switch	  to	  tribal	  

language,	  case	  
acceptance	  increases	  by	  

25%.	  
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Again, it's really powerful if we can pre-heat the patient using these words, but then, if 

we're really talking about tribal language, the doctor has also got to use the words.  It's 

more powerful when the doctor can summarize using the same words.   

Studies have shown that if we keep everything else the same, but we switch to tribal 

language – start using mandatory, elective, cosmetic when we're discussing treatment 

with patients – case acceptance increases by 25%.   

I think the reason is we're avoiding that confusion, overwhelm and frustration. The 

patient has clarity on what comes next and, especially when we focus on building value, 

keeping things simple, they know what comes next.   

They not only want it, but they know what to do about it, they know what they need to 

schedule, that's so important.   

Just keep it simple, help them understand why they need what they need, what the next 

thing is for them and case acceptance can increase 25%.   

Here is Dr. Jones – a doctor we've been working with for a little while – sharing his 

experience about what happened to their production when they switched to tribal 

language.  

“We're grateful for Wendy Briggs and her team at Hygiene Diamonds.  They've come 

and made a huge difference in our hygiene program.  Following the steps they've 

taught our hygienists, our hygiene team have doubled production.  They're just 

doing phenomenal, it's just fun to come to work, they're excited, we’re excited.   

As me and my associate have used the mandatory, elective, and cosmetic treatment 

planning method, it's been easy to provide comprehensive care for our patients.  

There's no awkwardness.   

We're able to go ahead just tell the patient what it is that we see, offer them any of 

the cosmetic treatment that they need, let them know about the possible preventative 

things, then take care of the mandatory needs that, of course, need to be taken care 

of for sure.   
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They get the choice on what they want to accept, but everything’s completed, 

everything’s clear and it makes it easy for me my associate.  Our production has 

doubled, each of our personal production has doubled; we're just doing wonderful 

with it.  It's a great program we love it, thank you.”  

Closing	  Statement	  
After we talk about the treatment, what's often missing is the closing statement.  Stop 

and ask them: 

• “Does this sound like something you'd like to do?” 

• “Does this sound like what you were looking for?” 

• “If possible, would you like us to get started on this today?” 

Now, if you're doing implants, if you're going to take records and all that, you can get 

started today.   

The number two thing that patients of 2013 are looking for in a dentist is convenience.   

Studies have shown that, if we can get started today, you're a 

lot more likely to get started, regardless of whatever the 

treatment maybe. 

With implants that's easily done because you've got to take impressions, gather records, 

some of those things.  So you can say, “If possible, would you like us to get started 

today?”  “Is next week soon enough to get started on this for you?”   

That's gaining acceptance.  You're closing them, you're saying, “Are you onboard?  Does 

this sound like the type of dentistry you want to have done?”   

When you have a variety of needs in the mouth, a question we'll often ask is, “Where 

would you like us to start?  Which area is most important for you to get resolved?” 

That's of course for a patient that doesn't have pain.  If they do have pain or a broken 

tooth, we know where they want us to start.   

We’ve got to remember to keep it simple; that’s a really important part of our service.   
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Challenges	  
Sometimes the challenges that we feel are real.  When first begin something new we may 

not feel like we're performing very well.  

I will tell you this, the fact that dentists even look at this in some ways causes their 

teams stress.  Because it's just one more thing that they're going to be asked to do, 

they're not real sure about what their role is going to be.  

They may not have clarity on exactly what you want to do with these implants, they may 

not know what you'd like them to do because of that and they need clarity.   

They need clarity. They need clearer expectations. They need a script. They need 

guidelines to help support you in this.  That's one of the things that I love about 

mandatory, elective, cosmetic is that you can provide that to them right away very 

easily.   

We may not feel like we're performing well.  We've got to keep in mind that we're striving 

for progress not perfection.   

You're never going to find perfection, we've got to be satisfied with progress.  Baby steps 

in the right direction are a good thing.   

Your team may need some coaching on how to better utilize implants, how to market 

them, how to close them, how to schedule them, all of those things they may need some 

coaching, some help.   

The important thing really is to 

decide do you want to succeed? Give 

it everything you've got.  Again, 

you've invested in continuing 

education; you know what you've got 

to do, now let's help your team 

succeed.   

Challenges	  

• When	  we	  first	  begin	  something	  new,	  we	  may	  
not	  feel	  like	  we	  are	  performing	  well.	  

• Progress	  not	  Perfection	  
• Your	  team	  may	  need	  coaching	  	  
• The	  important	  thing	  is	  to	  decide	  you	  want	  to	  

succeed,	  and	  then	  give	  it	  everything	  you’ve	  
got!	  
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Some of the challenges of acceptance, there are going to be challenges, it could be the 

change in just a few subtle things though can change the conditions.  Help with 

implementation is often missing.   

If you're not happy with your percentage of acceptance, we love to see role play in 

morning huddles.  Throw an image up there, talk about it.  “What do you see?  What 

would you recommend for that?”  Help them see what you see.   

Study the most common objections and work with your team to overcome them.   

I will say that financial policies and discussions are a big part of it.  You know you have 

some patients that are like, "Oh my Gosh, that sounds great, this is awesome", then we 

get to the finances and everything kind of falls apart.   

When you're presenting the fee, when you're talking to them about implants, it's often 

different than restorative.   

Like we said, sometimes those patients 

come in with a plan on how they're going 

to pay for that.   

You don't always have the same thing with 

restorative so there can be some real 

challenges.   

What if they can't do it all?  

There's a difference in my mind between 

patients who won't and patients who can't.   

If they can't do all the mandatory hopefully you have some options for them.   

If	  Patient	  Leaves	  Without	  Scheduling	  
What if they leave without scheduling?  We teach a system called the 2/2/2 system.   

What's often missing, those patients that leave without scheduling, is the follow-up.   

Challenges	  with	  Acceptance	  

• It	  could	  be	  that	  changing	  just	  a	  few	  subtle	  
things	  can	  change	  the	  conditions	  for	  your	  
growth	  

• Your	  team	  may	  need	  some	  coaching	  and	  help	  
with	  implementation	  

• If	  you	  are	  not	  happy	  with	  your	  percentage	  of	  
acceptance,	  try	  role	  playing	  at	  morning	  
huddles	  

• Study	  the	  most	  common	  objections	  and	  work	  
to	  overcome	  them	  

• Refine	  your	  financial	  policies	  and	  discussions	  
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One of the things that we do when we work with offices is we'll come in and we'll run an 

unscheduled treatment plan report. It often takes forever to spit it out because the 

computer chews on it for two hours because it's just jammed up the system.  There’s a 

pile of it in there.   

Before we run this report, we often say to the doctor, “You might want a little something 

to settle your stomach.  You might want a glass of wine, or beer, or you might want 

two!” Because often it's in the millions of dollars.   

The highest number I ever saw was $32 million in unscheduled treatment for a one 

doctor practice.  That is a lot of unscheduled treatment, that's not something that we 

look at very often.  We should, we should be looking at it a lot.   

We should have systems in place to go after it.  Because $3 to $7 million, $10 million of 

unscheduled treatment, in my mind, that's great news. We can go fishing in that pond.  

We can go after some of that.   

We should have systems in place to enable us to help.   

If they leave without scheduling, one of the first things we try 

and implement is the 2/2/2 system. 

Our system is to maximize the potential.  Every patient that leaves without scheduling 

we're going to copy that treatment plan, we are going to put it in a binder and we will 

have one person at the front at least in charge of monitoring this.   

We also recommend you color code it.  You're going to color code that; it's as simple as 

putting a swipe at the top with a colored pen.   

Our color code, if I have swiped it with green 

I'm pretty confident it's a yes, patients 

engaged willing to move forward, but for some 

reason left without scheduling.   

2/2/2	  System	  

• Every	  patient	  that	  leaves	  without	  
scheduling…	  copy	  the	  treatment	  plan	  

• Place	  it	  in	  a	  binder	  
• One	  person	  in	  charge,	  and	  making	  the	  

contact	  
• Color	  code	  
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Maybe we were late, she had to run in for car pool, said I'll call you or whatever. We're 

still going to want to monitor that.  Mark it in green, confident it's a yes.   

Yellow we're sensing a little hesitance, maybe there's an objection, maybe there's 

questions that we didn't overcome, maybe there's a question of can they fit it into their 

budget, will they be approved, we don't know. So that's yellow; we might need to work 

through some objections there.   

Red, doesn't happen very often but, every once in a while there's that patient that you 

feel like just didn't connect, they just didn't get it. Maybe we're not providers on their 

insurance, maybe they didn't realize it, or whatever it may be. We’re pretty confident it's 

a no so we're going to mark it red.  It doesn't mean we're not going to follow-up with that 

patient, but we're definitely not going to use the same level of care and attention as we 

would for a green.   

This is a way for us to structure with our team how their time is spent.  We want them 

spending the majority of their time on duties, or responsibilities, or communications 

with patients that are more than likely to succeed, those that aren't.  So that's an 

example of a system.   

Often with patients, when they say, “How much does it cost?” that's not really what 

they're asking.  What they're asking is, "How can I pay you.  How can I fit this into my 

budget, can I get it done, what are my options?"   

When they say how much does it cost, the real question is, “How can I pay?  How can I 

get this done?  How can I get this taken care of?”   

When they say, “How much does it cost?” in my mind that's a 

positive signal; that's a buying signal, they're interested. 

Creativity in today’s world is important, is necessary.  We're seeing a lot of creative 

financing out there.   
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I'm seeing more in-house benefit plans for patients that don't have insurance; I say 

benefit plans because we can't say insurance plans because then you're under the same 

guidelines for insurance as other places, but there’s a lot more of that.   

It seemed like we had a knee-jerk reaction and took all financing off the table.  We're 

starting to see some practices doing some creative in-house financing of their own – 

Comprehensive Finances, an outside company that helps you know how to set that up, 

they do a great job.   

There's a lot of options out there for patients with finances.  We’ve got to make sure that 

we're making some of those available and having those conversations.   

Maintenance	  
Let's talk about maintenance now.  This is a conversation that the doctor probably 

needs to be a part of a little bit.  I'm not going to spend as much time on the actual 

scaling and some of those things but I am going to talk about the tools and, what the 

studies are showing us as far as what's the best process and what you need to maintain 

the implants at a high level.   

Because if you're starting to place implants you're going to start seeing a lot more need 

for maintenance in your practice.   

We've looked at a few studies, these are fairly new 2013, 2012 studies on what's the 

best way to maintain implants.  They reviewed 504 studies and published the results.   

What they said was that the summary 

estimates for the frequency of peri-implant 

mucositis were 63.4% of participants and 

30.7% of implants. 

So very high levels of inflammation in there. 

Peri-implantitis were 18.8% of participants 

and 9.6% of the implants.  

Let's talk about the definitions.  Peri-

Review	  of	  504	  Studies	  

• The	  summary	  estimates	  for	  the	  frequency	  of	  
peri-‐implant	  mucositis	  were	  63.4%	  of	  
participants	  and	  30.7%	  of	  implants.	  

• Peri-‐implantitis	  were	  18.8%	  of	  participants	  
and	  9.6%	  of	  implants.	  

J	  Periodontol.	  2013	  Nov	  84	  (11):1586-‐98.	  doi:	  
10.1902/jop.2012.120592.	  Epub	  2012	  Dec	  13.	  The	  frequency	  of	  
peri-‐implant	  diseases:	  a	  systematic	  review	  and	  meta-‐analysis	  
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implant mucositis is different than peri-implantitis.  Peri-implant mucositis really is a 

disease in which the presence of inflammation is confined to the soft tissues around the 

implant, with no signs of loss in the bone supporting the implant.   

Of course peri-implantitis is different because that's the inflammatory process around 

the implant which includes soft tissue and progressive loss of the supportive bone.   

So when we start to see peri-implantitis we're worried about failure of the implant 

completely.   

The good news is we don't have to settle for that anymore, we can turn that around and 

we know exactly how to do it.   

It's important for us to recognize that peri-implant diseases that can cause these 

significant problems are associated with the same gram-negative anaerobic bacteria that 

caused probably the initial loss of the tooth in the first place.  Now if it's a periodontal 

issue, it's different than an infection and abscess issue.   

This bacteria obviously is found around natural teeth; so if there's natural teeth still in 

the mouth, if we're not doing a full edentulous patient, then we're going to have to deal 

with this a little bit more frequently than we may think.   

When we look at peri-implant mucositis it's actually reversible when it's treated 

effectively.  The elimination of the biofilm from the implant surface is the prime objective 

when we're treating these symptoms that we're dealing with.   

Let's talk about the biofilm for a minute.  We'll talk a lot more about that.  Peri-

implantitis, it's the same thing, the goal is the elimination of the biofilm.   

With peri-implantitis, it occurs primarily as the result of overwhelming bacterial insult 

and subsequent host immune response.  Hence, the primary objective for treating peri-

implantitis is similar to that for peri-implant mucositis.  It's the elimination of the 

biofilm from the implant surface.   
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What	  We	  Now	  Know	  About	  Biofilm	  
We know a lot more about biofilm today than we have in years gone by.  Let's talk about 

what we know now about biofilm.   

I don't know if anybody else gets a little bit geeked up about biofilm, but I find this stuff 

fascinating.  I was recently invited to speak at the American Academy of Oral Systemic 

Health conference, there was an entire session about biofilm which I absolutely loved.   

I'm not going to share all that information with you here, but I am going to share some 

of that information with you.  Because keep in mind, we're talking about biofilm.  

We're talking about pathogenic bacteria.  Sometimes they become modal, we're dealing 

with amoeba here sometimes.  I've heard this described as parasites that are living off of 

the human body; biofilm diseases cause a lot more problems than we would think 

about.  We think about periodontal disease, we think well that's a biofilm disease.  Peri-

implantitis, a biofilm disease.   

But there's a lot more going on with the biofilm than we really even realize.  What 

happens with a biofilm is when the bacteria succeed in forming a biofilm in the host, the 

infection often becomes untreatable and will develop into a chronic state.   

With a lot of patients, if they have periodontal disease and it's 

developed into moderate-to-advanced, they have a biofilm 

disease, it's a chronic state for them.   

There's other diseases like chronic ear infections with little ones.  There are people that 

really struggle with that; from a very, very young age we're dealing with ear infection, 

after ear infection, after ear infection and they can't really turn around because it's 

turned into a biofilm disease.  Once it's entered a biofilm disease it's a lot more difficult 

to turn that around, we'll talk about why that is.   
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Pneumonia and cystic fibrosis, diabetic foot lesions those are biofilm diseases, once 

there's a biofilm there we've got a serious problem because biofilm affects millions of 

people every year and causes deaths, a lot of deaths.   

Once we enter the biofilm stage we've got a problem.  We've got a serious problem that’s 

a lot more difficult to turn around, because once inside the biofilm the bacteria are more 

resistant to our bodies own natural defense mechanisms.   

Also they're resistant to antibiotics, which is why the chronic ear infections become a 

problem because the antibiotics aren't touching it.  Overuse of antibiotics and overuse 

of antimicrobials have contributed to this problem.   

Especially in periodontal disease, this was fascinating.  What do we do with periodontal 

disease?  We put them on antimicrobials.  Well, the antimicrobials we have them utilize 

are broad spectrum.   

We're not only wiping out the bad bugs, but we're also wiping 

out the good, which creates super-bacteria. 

It almost works against us in the long run.  When we have a pocket that’s deep, it's 

bleeding and it's red, what do we do?  We throw Arestin in there.  What does that do?   

Well, over time it exacerbates the problem because the 

biofilm is resistant to the antibiotic anyway.  It's really 

interesting when we study exactly what's going on with 

the biofilm.  Another example is fusobacterium 

nucleatum.  That's an example of a bacterial strain 

that's become a super-bug.   

Fusobacterium nucleatum has been positively identified 

through DNA cloning technologies in groundbreaking 

research that was published just in 2010, as causing stillborn babies.   

What they found is they've studied... at the time they didn't know how it was doing it, 

but they did know, they were able to identify it through DNA cloning, a match between 

Biofilm	  diseases	  cause	  a	  
lot	  more	  problems	  than	  
we	  would	  think	  about.	  
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the bacteria in the mother's mouth, fusobacterium nucleatum, and the bacteria that 

was determined to have killed the child.   

They didn't know how that was happening until very recently the same lead researcher, 

Dr. Yiping Han from Case Western University, just published a new study.  They figured 

out how the fusobacterium nucleatum is attaching to the cells and causing damage.   

They've just published the study saying fusobacterium nucleatum is implicated in 

tumorigenesis with colorectal cancer.  They found that 

there's a cell, an adhesion, it's called FAD-A that the 

fusobacterium nucleatum is using to attach to the blood 

cells, travel to other areas of the body, infect major 

organs and cause tumors to grow and it's attacking, the 

babies in utero.   

We're dealing with strains of bacteria that are causing 

serious systemic health risks.  Now, we’ve talked about 

the risks of heart attack, stroke and all these things for a long time but now, we're 

actually being able to prove through science that the pathogens in the mouth are 

implicated in a lot of other chronic illnesses and diseases and infections in the body. 

It also means that we've got a problem.  We've got to be more aggressive against that 

biofilm, not just about the implants, but in every aspect.   

It's not just about saving teeth any more.  It's not just about saving implants from 

failure.  It's about saving lives of many of our patients.   

If we really stop think about it, the plaque in the mouth and the plaque in the heart 

have the same DNA. If we have an out of control plaque problem in the mouth, what do 

the valves of the heart look like?  What do the arteries look like? 

That explains and helps us understand why there's a higher risk of heart attack and 

stroke with these patients that have inflammation and infection in the mouth than even 

having high cholesterol.  So it's all linked together.   

It's	  not	  just	  about	  saving	  
teeth	  any	  more.	  	  It's	  
about	  saving	  lives	  of	  
many	  of	  our	  patients.	  
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If we have a biofilm disease, once the bacteria gets into the biofilm, the more resistant 

and it creates a big problem for us.  It's more challenging for us to turn that around 

because, once they've entered a biofilm, there's significant advantages to the bacteria. 

The advantages are … again, they're more resistant but the bacteria in the biofilm is up 

to a thousand times more resistant, up to a thousand times more difficult to eliminate. 

Again our primary mechanisms have been scaling, root planing, antimicrobials, 

antibiotics.  With some of our patients that are resistant to this – it seems that no 

matter what we're doing, they’re not improving, it's probably time to rethink.  It's time 

for an adaptive strategy here too when it comes to perio.   

Studies have shown us that if all we're doing is scaling and root planning and trying to 

affect the biofilm that way, bacteria levels return to pretreatment levels, 21 to 60 days 

later.  It's not very effective against that biofilm.  

Scaling and root planing alone doesn't change the environment 

in the mouth. 

It’s almost like we've got a bacterial load that's out of control.  It's like a lawn that's been 

overrun by weeds.   

Are we going to be effective if we just mow that lawn?  No, we're going to be right back 

where we started in no time at all.  That's what doing scaling and root planing only gets 

us.   

That's the best analogy I could think of for what we're dealing with.  We're mowing the 

lawn but what are we doing to change the environment?   

Are we really going after the pathogens if all we're doing is scaling and root planing? The 

answer's no we're not; we're just mowing the lawn.  We're just minimizing the load for a 

time.  It's going to be right back where we started in no time at all. 
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It's time to think differently about how we go about treating the biofilm and controlling 

the biofilm, especially if we're replacing implants at a higher level.  So we do have a way 

to affect it.  We have a variety of ways to affect it.  We're going to talk about that. 

Advanced	  Strategies	  for	  Laser	  Bacterial	  Reduction	  
When we have a biofilm, it's like having a raw egg right on the floor.  If you have a raw 

egg on the floor and you're trying to scoop that up with a spoon, that's like trying to 

affect biofilm with scaling and root planing.  You're never going to be able to get it all.  

There's still going to be residue left.  There's going to be biofilm left.   

But what if we could change the chemical composition of that biofilm?  What if we could 

change that?  What if we take that raw egg and fry it?  Can we pick that up off the floor 

with a spoon? Absolutely we can and we can get all of it.   

This is what utilizing lasers does for us.  That's why it's so exciting to be able to utilize 

lasers.   

I don't think there's a better time to practice dentistry than right here right now. What a 

blessing it is to be practicing in this era when we have much knowledge and technology 

and advantages with equipment and everything.  I mean it's just great.  I love it. 

Utilizing lasers can change the makeup of that biofilm and we can more readily remove 

it.   

Once we remove it with high-powered lasers – there are some lasers that actually can 

cure periodontal disease.  The body regenerates bone, the biofilm bacteria is gone and 

we can put that patient on a healthy maintenance plan for the rest of their lives. 

Everybody wins. Everybody's happy.   

Not everybody has that technology.  In hygiene, I 

can't even use it.  That has to be used by the 

doctors because it's too strong.  It's too high-

powered.   

Here's what we can do though.  With the lasers we 
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can utilize, here's an example of… In the left hand picture, tissue is red, bleeding, 

obviously bacterial involvement there.  Three weeks later, with scaling and root planing 

combined with one laser treatment, we're able to get it clear as in the right hand photo.  

It’s remarkable what we can do when we utilize these tools. 

Utilizing lasers to control the biofilm is an important component of your service offering.   

Scientists have proven the value of disinfection  

of the mouth and the need to address the biofilm,  

not just the calculus. 

We talk about that was then, this is now.  We used to think that calculus caused gum 

disease so it really didn't matter at what rate we removed it.   

Now, scientists are supporting the need for full mouth disinfection to prevent cross-

contamination.  What that means is hopefully, we're addressing periodontal disease and 

we're actually treating it.   

We should be going after it all four quadrants in one appointment not one quad or half 

mouth at a time.  If we're only going one quad or half mouth at a time, we're causing 

cross-contamination.   

Even when we're probing, we're cross-contaminating.  Think about it. We’re sticking 

that probe into a pocket with bleeding and what's the very next thing we do with that 

probe?  Stick it into the next pocket.   

Even with probing, we're cross-contaminating and we're helping the biofilm progress 

unless we follow that up with our laser.   

It's remarkable what we now know about science and how we treat periodontal disease 

and biofilm.  It's shaking even the very foundation for many of us.   

I recognize this is kind of the tip of the iceberg but the purpose here isn't to talk about 

perio, it's to talk about maintenance implants. I felt it was important for you to know 
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where we are with the biofilm because that's the primary mechanism for preventing 

peri-implantitis and peri-mucositis. 

Risk	  Factors	  for	  Periodontal	  Disease	  
Here's some risk factors.  These are some things we want to watch carefully for if we 

have patients that are getting implants.   

If they have previous periodontal disease, there's probably still biofilm issues going on.  

If they have poor plaque control; residual cement in the area is a risk factor.   

Genetic factors… now, genetic factors, this is really interesting.  Let's talk about this for 

a minute.  Risk factors are often not encoded in the DNA.   

When patients say DNA… “Bad teeth run in my family; I've always had a struggle.” 

Well, bad teeth do run in a family but it's not because of what's encoded in the DNA.  

It's because there's a vertical transmission of bacteria happening.  

Studies show that that vertical transmission of carigenic bacteria happens before the 

child is even one year old.  That transfer has happened prior to the age of one.  

There's battles going on.  The transfer's happening when parents are sharing straws, 

sharing drinks, kissing their babies on the mouth, licking off the pacifier, blowing on the 

food to cool it down.  There's a bacterial transfer.  

So genetic factors do play a part and I would also suggest that it's not enough to treat 

the patient.  If you have advanced periodontal disease or advanced dental disease, we 

have to look beyond the patient in your chair.   

Who else do we need to look at?  Their 

partner and their family members because we 

can get everything all cleaned up and looking 

good.  

They're going to go home if their partner 

hasn't had full mouth disinfection or been 

Risk	  Factors	  for	  Periodontal	  Disease	  

• Previous	  Periodontal	  Disease	  
• Poor	  plaque	  control	  
• Residual	  Cement	  
• Genetic	  factors	  
• Occlusal	  overload	  
• Diabetes	  
• Smoking	  
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treated, we're just reintroducing disease. 

The same thing with their children.  When I have a parent come in now with chronic 

infection of any kind whether it's caries or whether it's periodontal disease, we evaluate 

the kids.   

We say it's really important that you bring them in.  We're going to do a full mouth 

disinfection.   

We're going to do a complete detox on their mouth as well.  We're using those lasers on 

all ages and doing some disinfection detox that way. 

Everything changes, everything shifts now that we know what we know.  Genetic factors 

are a risk factor but not maybe in the way you might think.   

Occlusal overload can be a problem; diabetes and smoking.  We all know those are 

advanced risk factors.  Why?  Well, because diabetes can disrupt collagen homeostasis 

so what we have is poor tissue repairability.  They're more likely to have implants fail. 

It doesn't mean diabetics can't have them but we just need to monitor them more 

carefully, maintain them differently.  High blood glucose level can impact tissue repair 

and host defense.  That's why diabetics are going to be a high risk patient. 

Same thing with patients who smoke.  A higher frequency of peri-implant disease was 

recorded by smokers… 36.3% more often which is quite a significant number.  Four 

systematic reviews have concluded there's an increased risk for peri-implantitis with 

smokers with odds of ratios ranging from 3.6 to 4.6%.   

We're not talking about peri-implantitis it’s different than peri-implant mucositis.  What 

they're saying is there's some level of infection at the rate of 36% but actual peri-

implantitis from roughly 4 to 5% increase from patients who smoke.  Again, they need to 

be maintained differently. 

Peri-implant diseases are not uncommon following implant therapy.  Long-term 

maintenance care for high risk groups is essential to reduce the risk of peri-implantitis.  

Informed consent must include the need for such maintenance therapy.   
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If you have a high-risk group, that should be clarified in whatever informed consent 

process you're utilizing.  Let them know before going in, they're in a high-risk category 

so it's going to require a different level of maintenance for them to make sure that their 

implants stay healthy long-term.   

Maintenance	  of	  Implants	  
Maintenance of implants, to probe or not to probe?  When we look at the research, 

there's a wide array of opinion on that.   

Some people say you don't probe; some people say you do.  So I thought it would be 

important to talk about it.   

Now, we know that connective tissue is more vulnerable especially right after they're 

placed.  That was then.  They used to say,  

"Probing's indicated only in implants where pathology such as bleeding and exudate 

is present."   

That's in June, 2003 by the ADHA. They were saying only probe if you're suspecting a 

problem, some level of infection.   

This is now.  Clinical Research Foundation said,  

"Pocket probing's an important diagnostic process for the assessment of periodontal 

status.   

Healthy sites were characterized by absence of bleeding (0%) whereas both peri-

implant mucositis and peri-implantitis sites show substantially increased bleeding 

on probing (67%).” 

What they're saying is bleeding on probing is one of our first real warning signs; so if 

we're not probing, how are we going to be able to note that? 

The important thing is light force.  Initial probing of the implant should be done once 

the final restoration has been installed.   
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So right after that initial healing phase, we want to get a baseline.  It can be done with a 

traditional periodontal probe using light force.   

Probing depth should be recorded and defined as the depth of the probe penetration 

from the base of the implant focus to the crest of the mucosa that we all are using the 

same formula when we're evaluating where this patient stands. Light force is critical. 

I lecture to hygienists all across the country and I'm always amazed at how often I'm 

asked, "Well, what about probing?  My patients hate it.  It hurts them."   

In all honesty, when I probe patients, it doesn't hurt them.  I mean maybe advanced 

class four where we've got puss and extreme inflammation.     

I have to wonder, what kind of force are we using when we're probing patients, if just 

regular healthy patients are experiencing pain when we're probing?  The purpose is not 

to penetrate the muco-gingival margin.   

We want to be a light touch but even more with implants … even more so. 

Gentle probing resulting in bleeding suggests the presence of inflammation and we may 

be able to jump on that right away.   

Increasing probing depth, exudate or bleeding are indicators for the need to perform an 

additional radiographic examination.   

Let's talk about the radiographic examination.  This is an area where we often fall short.   

We teach this all across the country.  If you have an implant that's been placed, whether 

or not you placed it, minimum standard is one PA per year.  We've got to be taking at 

least one PA per year follow-up minimum.  I mean non-negotiable the first three years 

after that implant is placed.   

Ideally, we're continuing that because we want to catch any early signs of infection at 

the earliest possible warning sign.   

Standard of care, one PA per year for at least the first three years, minimum.  Because 

that's going to help us make sure that we're not losing bone.   
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You can use other more involved radiographs.  If you've got Conebeam or you've got 

iCAT or whatever technology you're utilizing, you can do that more frequently and 

provide a baseline.  

But it's probably impractical to consider doing one per year of those … I don't know.  It's 

up to you.   

You can determine whatever your radiographic policy is.  The minimum standard's at 

least a PA once a year.   

Five	  Steps	  to	  Minimize	  Implant	  Failure	  
The five steps to minimize implant failure … if we use these five things, we're going to 

minimize the likelihood of our implants failing after they're placed.   

The first thing is identify the risk factors have those conversations with patients going 

forward.   

Establishing the radiographic 

baseline… we want to do that right 

away.   

We also want to establish our clinical 

probing baseline, especially right after 

that implant was placed so that we can 

know where we stand and have a 

comparison factor. 

We want an ongoing periodontal 

maintenance program which we'll talk a little bit more about. 

Then of course, we want early diagnosis intervention of infection.  When we first start to 

see the warning signs, we cannot ignore it.   

If we ignore those warning signs, we're going to have disastrous 

consequences. 

Five	  Steps	  to	  Minimize	  Implant	  Failure	  

• Identify	  Risk	  Factors	  
• Establish	  Radiographic	  Baseline	  
• Establish	  Clinical	  (probing)	  and	  

Radiographic	  baseline	  at	  placement	  of	  
restoration	  

• Ongoing	  Periodontal	  Maintenance	  
program	  

• Early	  diagnosis	  and	  intervention	  of	  
infection	  
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Our cameras can help us too with that because again, if we're looking at that big as life 

on the screen, we're going to be able to identify any redness and bleeding – the 

Sopracare especially because it's going to highlight any gingival inflammation.   

So we use that especially around those implants.   

We're looking really closely to make sure there's no inflammation or tissue changes 

there that aren't considered healthy. 

Maintenance	  of	  Implants	  
How can we best maintain for long-term success in implants?  I get these questions all 

the time because that's our job as hygiene providers.  We want to make sure that your 

people have the tools that they need to maintain at the highest possible level and 

minimize failure.   

We all know there's a whole variety of different scalers out there.  What's better?  

There's plastic scalers, glass-filled resin, unfilled resin scalers that are used.  There's 

also other tools.  They have Plasteel, Hu-Friedy makes those.  They have Universal 

curettes all sorts of instruments available to scale.   

There's titanium implants.  Some often ask, "Well, what's the best?  What should we 

use?  What's the best kind of scaler to use?"   

There's graphite gold-tipped scalers as well. I'll tell you what I use more often than that 

that hasn't even been listed yet.  Glass-filled resin scalers resulted in significantly more, 

longer scratches than all three abutment types studied.  That's important to know.   

Unfilled-resin scalers resulted in the least surface change.  Really?  What we can learn 

from that is unfilled-resin is probably better than the plastic.   

Which removes the calculus better?  What they did was they studied carbon, plastic, 

metallic groups.  The carbon and plastic produced a significantly smoother abutment 

surface than the metallic.   

The laser images also suggested that metallic resulted in damaged surfaces.  It's 

important for us to know that.   
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You might hear from the PDT rep, "Oh yeah, the metal scalers, the gold-tipped scalers 

are just fine," but we know that under a microscope, under laser evaluation, there was 

damage to that surface.   

The reason obviously that we don't want damage to that surface is because that's when 

the bacteria move in.  That's when the biofilm move in and create a bigger problem for 

us. 

What I use more often than anything else is my power scaler with a special covering. We 

know with the power scaler is a marked benefit over that.  We have a carbon tip for the 

Piezo scaler that helps with irrigation and everything else.  

Now, honestly, how did we get to this point?  I mean that fills me with panic when I see 

that level of calculus on an implant. 

We dropped the ball there somewhere.  I mean not 

just “we” but the patient too.  We're partners in this 

but obviously they didn't quite understand what was 

required in that.   

Power scalers, Piezo scaling tips, magneta-resin 

implant sheets, power scalers and Teflon-coated tips 

all work really, really well.   

Which is the best?  Let's look at a study published in 2012.  They did a review of all of 

those instruments.   

They basically said, "Non-metal instruments were found to cause minimal or no damage 

to both smooth and rough titanium surfaces.  The metal instruments were found to 

cause major damage.  Piezo electric scalers with Teflon-coated and non-metal tips are 

suitable for use in dental implant maintenance and did not cause damage."  That's 

important for us to know. 

When we look at polishing and fluoride, how do we maintain that?  Well, polishing the 

visible area helps but we've got to use a non-abrasive paste because now we know, 
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science has shown us that even when we're polishing on the enamel, we're removing 

microscopic layers of the enamel with our abrasive paste.  

They've actually shifted away from that believe it or not and in hygiene for the last 10 

years, they've been teaching us not to polish every single surface, on every single tooth.   

We still do because I think the patients like it and we kind of like it.  We've got to be 

more cautious when we're dealing with implants.  Non-abrasive paste is really important 

to utilize. 

Fluoride also should be completed as often as possible.  You might be thinking, "Well 

why does that matter?"  

Well, especially if we're dealing with implant or abutment teeth or adjacent teeth, 

fluoride helps as well minimize the biofilm and some of that is helping fight that bacteria 

that can be causing some of these problems for us.   

Risk	  Factors	  
When we look at risk factors, especially if they've lost other teeth, we need to be giving 

all of our patients every possible layer of protection we have.  When we look at risk for 

patients of today, I'm often very surprised.   

Again, we don't really have time to go into the etiology of disease and all of that.  But, 

when we look at risk factors, it's amazing what's happening and this is why patients are 

losing teeth.  This is why they're having 

bombed out mouths.   

There was an article just published by the 

Associated Press that said consistent use 

of soft drinks over time is as damaging as 

meth to the enamel.  

The reason is it's the sugar-content plus 

the explosion of bacteria that occurs with 

the sugar content and the pH will drop.  
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The pH drops dramatically so you have this pH shift, 4.5 to 5.0.  Enamel is being 

destroyed at a pH of 5.5. 

We have patients that are in a constant state of risk especially when we look at the 

content, the pH of those beverages.   

Enamel's being destroyed at 5.5 if you have a patient that's got exposed root surfaces, 

those areas demineralize at 6.5 that's just below neutral.  It doesn't take much at all. 

Here's where we stand with our beverages.  Sodas, not surprising… but look at the 

sugar content.   

When you have an acid pH of 3.22 and you add 11 teaspoons of sugar...  No wonder 

patients say, “No matter what I do, I brush, I floss, I always have problems.”   

This one surprised me.  Look at the Gatorade … 2.95 as the pH of Gatorade, well below 

the threshold for demineralization.  That's low. What's surprising about Gatorade is that 

it’s the athletes, the marathon runners, the triathlon people, the people who generally 

are pretty healthy who drink it.   

This can lead to chronic infection if you're not aware and don’t take corrective 

measures. 

Look at bottled water pH… I thought water was neutral!  No, it's not. The brand of 

bottled water you choose matters as I sit here with my Dasani which is the worst of the 

worst.  Neutral is 7.0.   
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If you have a patient with class five cervical recession, there 

are nine brands of bottled water on this chart that will cause 

damage to those areas… nine. 

People don’t know this.  They think choosing bottled water is a healthier choice. 

Here's why we have chronic infections.  Here's why we have chronic disease.   

What are we doing?  Are we having these conversations with patients about their risk 

status and what they can do to turn that around?  Chances are, probably not.  That's 

part of what we teach.   

There's actually codes now associated that you can submit to insurance… D0603 is 

Caries Risk Assessment with a finding of high risk.  That's actually proven very 
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beneficial for some of our clients to submit those codes when they have the 

conversations because insurance companies are starting to get a bit more savvy.     

We had a practice send us a copy of a letter they received from one of their insurance 

companies that said, "We've done an audit determined that you are taking more than 

the usual amount of anterior PAs.  We've overpaid you and we're going to withhold 

future payments until that overpayment is satisfied unless you can prove the need for 

those anterior PAs." 

Well, thankfully, this is a practice that we’d worked with extensively.  They'd 

implemented the Caries Risk Assessment process so they were able to say, "Look back 

at the initial claim.  You'll see that we submitted D0603 with that claim which means 

we did the Caries Risk Assessment survey and they were found to be high risk. That's 

why those x-rays were taken.” The whole thing just went away. 

The majority of the dentists who got that letter – because you know they weren't the 

only one – wouldn’t have had an answer for that unless they were doing risk assessment 

and had established that as part of their system. 

What we know is that many patients who have lost teeth and 

have had implants, have lost them for some reason.   

Usually, there's some level of disease that caused them to lose those teeth. Those 

patients need all the help they can get.  They're already at risk for disease.   

That's why fluoride is critical.  That's why it's critical that we have some of these 

conversations with patients.   
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Here's one more for you - the power of sour.  Sour candies?  Loss of tooth enamel starts 

roughly right here.  All of these candies are below that.  Some of them are almost as bad 

as battery acid.  It's like putting battery acid on the teeth.   

 

Then there's those poor kids, they wonder, "How come I can never get in the no-cavity 

club?"  They're sucking on their Sour Patch Kids and all those things that are just 

contributing to the problem. 

Patients need all the help they can get because, once the healthy bacteria are in that 

acidic environment, our bodies’ natural defense mechanisms no longer serve. 

Many of these patients sadly are on prescription meds that cause xerostomia or dry 

mouth and one of the key functions of our saliva is to buffer the pH of the mouth.  They 

have like this perfect storm going on in their mouths that's when we have widespread 

damage and destruction.   

Them taking the steps to rebuild with placing implants is awesome but we've got to be 

real with them.   

We’ve got to let them know, “You are at risk. So we've got to be very careful in 

maintaining these implants for you."   
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If we establish that at the very beginning, then we're going to have a higher chance of 

success with them actually following through on their maintenance as recommended 

and helping our hygiene team know how to have those conversations is an important 

part of the puzzle so that they can understand and they can have high levels of 

conversations. 

The last thing we want is more chronic disease.  The last thing we want is more 

infection.  The last thing we want is for the implants they've invested in to fail because 

then they look at you say, "The work you did for me wasn't good." That's not true so let's 

avoid that altogether.   

Let's maintain at a higher level.  Let's keep that patient, especially those with risk 

factors, under close scrutiny so that we can have success all around.   

They do need all the help they can get and we do have some tools to help them.   

We've got fluoride, we've got a lot of other preventive measures.  There's actually now a 

Class Five Sealant called Sealant Protect where we can actually seal off that Cervical 

Class Five area protect it from decay damage future wear?   

There's a lot of really great things that we should have on our menu that can help our 

patients succeed at a higher level. 

Recall	  
How often is recall recommended?  In the first year following implant placement, the 

patient should be evaluated every three months minimum.  We want to see them every 

three months.  It's part of establishing our baseline.   

Assessment of tissue health can allow for early intervention, peri implant tissue is more 

vulnerable to infection due to decreased vascularity and lack of true connective 

attachment.   

At the very earliest stages, we're hitting that with the laser, too.  Laser bacterial 

reduction is done very commonly in our practice.   
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We actually utilize it whenever there's any bleeding or redness, any bleeding on probing, 

we make a recommendation for laser bacteria reduction.   

It's a very quick easy procedure.  It's three to five minutes of 

the laser at a very low peak power.  There's no tissue removal 

at all but we're wiping out that biofilm.  We're blowing up the 

bugs. 

That's part of what we're looking for at the earliest possible 

stages of any inflammation.  Also, we should be having them 

on antimicrobials.  However, we want antimicrobials that 

don't kill the good bugs as well.   

You've got to be very selective with what you're having your patients utilize for rinses.  

We don't even use corhexidine at all anymore.  We're utilizing an essential oils blend 

that helps repair the connective tissue, kills the bad bugs but doesn't harm the good. 

So do your research on what products you're having your patients use because they do 

need that.  They need power tools, they need antimicrobials every day.  We want to be 

strategic about what we have them utilize. 

That brings us to the close here.   

Excellence is to do common things in an uncommon way. 

If we utilize some of these strategies, what we've seen is some uncommon results.   

• Tribal language… mandatory, elective, cosmetic…  

• Focusing on building value and simplifying rather than Dentistry 101 or Implants 

101  

…have proven to be much more powerful. 

We've seen some amazing results from practices who have utilized some of the things 

I've shared with you here.  

  

Helping	  our	  hygiene	  
team	  know	  how	  to	  

have	  those	  
conversations	  is	  an	  
important	  part	  of	  the	  
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About	  The	  Team	  Training	  Institute	   
The Team Training Institute is a place where dentists can get their whole team 

trained on every aspect of profitability, productivity and creating success. 

Our services include: 

• In-Office coaching and seminars: We have a team full of coaches that can run in-

office private seminars. This is the most effective way to see increased productivity 

immediately, as they work one-on-one with you and your team.  

 

• Online training courses: Our online training courses take things at a slower pace 

and are done at home or the office and on your own time-line. If you're just starting out with 

the process of trying to maximize productivity within your team, this is a great place to start.   

 *  There are also CE credits attached to many of the courses, so your team can fulfill their 

necessary requirements while gaining real-world experience. 

 

• DVD Programs: Sometimes people want all the information at their fingertips 

immediately so we have DVDs trainings (such as the one you are currently going through) 

 

For More Information on How The Team 

Training Institute Can Help You and Your 

Team Please Contact Our Office at  

1-877-732-2124 


